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Sum m ary
Speech coding techniques generally operate either in the Time or 
Frequency domain. This thesis considers new, hybrid Linear Predictive 
coding (LPC) architectures which operate in both domains. Such schemes 
are shown to be capable of producing coded speech of both higher 
perceptual quality and at lower bit rates than conventional single-domain 
coders.
The basis of the work is an adapted Analysis-by-Synthesis (A-by-S) 
architecture which searches gaussian codebooks in the Discrete 
Frequency domain. Frequency domain searching offers computational 
advantages but Full Frequency domain codebooks are too large for 
practical coder implementations. A new Overlapped Frequency Domain 
codebook is thus described which requires one fourtieth of the memory 
space of a standard Full Frequency domain codebook. A further 
consequence of the Frequency domain A-by-S architecture is that a 
'pseudo-ideal' excitation sequence can be derived. Analysis of this 
'pseudo-ideal' excitation leads to new, improved coding architectures.
An advantage of Frequency Domain searching is that perceptual 
weighting becomes a simple vector multiplication. This allows the 
incorporation of an improved perceptual measure, the Bark Spectral 
Distortion (BSD), into the A-by-S architecture. The BSD is a perceptual 
measure which models the psycho-acoustic properties of the human ear 
and is shown to improve the perceptual quality of coded speech. Further 
quality improvements are generated by using an improved resolution 
BSD which simulates the ear more closely.
Analysis of the excitation shows that the pitch of voiced speech is not well 
represented by the standard A-by-S architecture. To code voiced speech at
lower bit-rates a new scheme is proposed, which uses a series of pitch- 
prototypes' to produce the required pitch periodicity. The prototype 
waveform (PW) coder interpolates the 'pitch-prototypes' in the Frequency 
domain and two prototype quantisation schemes are presented. In 
combination with a standard CELP scheme for unvoiced frames, the 
PW/CELP coder is shown to produce good, coded speech quality a t sub- 
3.2kbit/s.
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Glossary of Acronyms
The following acronyms are used throughout this thesis:
A-by-S Analysis-by-Synthesis
AV.SNR Average Signal-to-Noise Ratio
BSD Bark Spectral Distortion
CD Cepstral Distance
CELP Code Excited Linear Prediction
DFT Discrete Fourier Transform
FFT Fast Fourier Transform
FIR Finite Impulse Response
HR Infinite Impulse Response
LPC Linear Predictive Coding
LSF Line Spectral Frequency
LTP Long Term ('Pitch') Predictor
MBE Multi-Band Excitation
MPE Multi-pulse Excitation
MSE Mean Squared Error
PW Prototype Waveform
PW/CELP Mixed Prototype Wavefoim/CELP coder
RELP Residual Excited Linear Prediction
RPE Regular Pulse Excitation
SBC Sub-Band Coding
SEGSNR Segmental Signal-to-Noise Ratio
C hapter 1: In trod u ction
Speech is man's primary form of communication and it's transmission and 
storage, by analogue techniques has been fundamental in the 
technological growth of this century. Speech coding, is the enabling 
technology behind the move from the traditional anologue media to 
digital techniques. While at a higher bandwidth, this is perhaps more 
readily seen in the recording industry where digital formats (e.g. CD, 
DAT and DCC) are fast supplanting the older analogue media. For 
speech, the transfer to digital formats brings the advantages of efficient 
storage and transmission, higher noise immunity and enhanced security. 
There is an ever-increasing number of new applications requiring these 
performance advantages, and with each come new requirements and 
challenges.
1.1 D ig ita l Speech  C oding A pp lications
Modem speech coding can be traced back to the 1930s when the first 
experiments with Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) were performed. 
However, current speech coding techniques have been primarily 
developed over the last 15 years in line with improvements in processor 
technology.
Much of the early impetus for speech coding came from defence and 
government sources, who saw speech coding as the key to high security 
communications. The digital coding of speech allowed the use of digital 
encryption rather than the, then, primitive analogue scrambling 
techniques. The coders developed for such applications were very low bit- 
rate (e.g. the 2.4kbit/s LPC-10 [1] technique), and, while offering high
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intelligibility, had poor overall quality, lacking naturalness and speaker 
recognition. Such problems are tolerable in military circumstances, where 
listeners are well-trained radio operators, but would not be acceptable to 
the general public on a telephone network.
Digital telephone networks are at the opposite extreme to the low bit-rate 
military applications and require very-high perceived speech quality. In 
such schemes, it is often necessary to cascade coders many times such 
that an individual coding operation must be near transparent to a 
listener. There are three CCITT standards for network speech coders 
operating at 64kbit/s (PCM in 1972), 32kbit/s (ADPCM in 1984) [2], and 
currently 16kbit/s (LD-CELP) [3]. All these standards, can not only 
transmit 'Toll-quality speech, but also non-speech, voice band data 
signals such as modem tones.
Between the extremes of network and military coders, lie the low/medium 
rate coders that are the subject of this thesis. These operate between 
4.8kbit/s and 16kbit/s and are currently used for such purposes as 
cellular telephony, military communications and voice-mail. For some of 
these applications, near-network quality is required, but in others speech 
quality is compromised for bit-rate or implementation complexity.
In the following sections, current speech coding techniques used for 
low/medium rate coding and the resulting world-wide coding standards 
are considered.
1.2 Low/M edium  R ate Speech  C oding T ech n iqu es
The 4.8-16kbit/s speech coding techniques can be divided into two basic 
categories: those operating in the frequency (or transform) domain and 
those in the time domain. A simple 'tree' of current coding schemes is 
shown in Figure 1.1. All the coders exploit knowledge of the nature of
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LOW / MEDIUM BIT-RATE SPEECH CODING
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Figure 1.1: A summary of current low/medium bit-rate (<16kbit/s) speech coding 
techniques. * indicates that a current standard specifies the technique.
speech to remove predictable components and, hence, reduce 
transmission bit-rates. Each coder type is now briefly considered:
1.2.1 F requency D om ain C oders
Transform coders [4] operate by transforming short time sections of the 
input speech. Adaptive bit allocation algorithms are then used to code the 
resulting spectral coefficients. Such coders can produce near-toll quality 
at 16kbit/s, but deteriorate rapidly a t lower rates.
Sub-Band coders [5] are related to transform coders but filter the input 
speech into a number of bands. The band outputs are then decimated 
before quantisation, such that the key to high quality sub-band coding is 
dynamic bit-allocation between filter outputs. Sub-band coders have 
similar transmission rates to transform coders. An interesting 
communications-quality variant on sub-band coding is in commercial 
production and operates a t 8kbit/s [6].
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Multi-Band Excitation (MBE) coders [7] were introduced recently, and 
differ from previous frequency domain approaches in the use of the 
speech pitch. The spectrum is quantised in bands, defined by the pitch 
harmonics and such schemes can produce good communications quality 
speech at 6.4kbit/s.
1.2.2 T im e D om ain  C oders
Time domain coders can be further divided into 'feed forward' structures 
and Analysis-by Synthesis Schemes. A typical example of the former is 
Residual Excited Linear Predictive coding (RELP) [8]. In such a scheme 
the predictable parts of the speech are removed and the residual 
waveform is then directly quantised. Such schemes achieve bit rates of ~ 
9.6kbit/s for good communications and 13kbit/s for Toll-quality speech. 
Analysis-by-Synthesis (A-by-S) schemes [9] contrast with the feed­
forward approach of RELP and synthesise speech from a selection of 
excitation and predictor parameters. The synthesised speech is then 
compared with the input speech according to some perceptually 
meaningful criterion and the optimum set of excitation and predictor 
parameters are transmitted. Typically, the excitation is selected as a 
gaussian sequence (as in Code Excited Linear Prediction, CELP) and 
such schemes can produce near Toll-quality speech at 4.8kbit/s.
1.3 C urrent sp eech  cod in g  standards
In Figure 1.1 the coder structures denoted * are currently the subject of a 
world-wide standard for speech coding. From the diagram it can be seen 
that there is currently little consensus on the correct coding scheme and 
the standards will be briefly considered in descending bit-rate order:
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The first digital cellular scheme to be operational is the GSM Pan- 
European network - at the time of writing Vodafone pic. have a small 
system operational in the U.K. with full coverage promised for December 
1992. This digital network currently uses the GSM full-rate coder [10], 
which implements a RELP scheme (including a pitch predictor) and 
operates at 13kbit/s. With error correction this translates to a gross bit- 
rate per voice channel of 21kbit/s. Already GSM are performing 
evaluation tests on a half rate codec (gross bit rate 11.4kbit/s and a coder 
rate of approximately 6.5kbit/s), which is likely to be a CELP A-by-S 
architecture. This would compare with the American cellular scheme’s 
full-rate CELP coder operating at 8kbit/s [11].
Operating at a considerably lower rate, is the INMARSAT EMBE 
(Improved MBE) coder [12], which is designed for digital voice coding 
over low bit-rate satellite channels. This speech coder operates at 6.4 
kbit/s and produces good communications-quality speech.
Finally the US Federal Standard 1016 speech coder [13] is a fully 
optimised 4.8kbit/s CELP coder. It produces near-Toll quality speech at 
this bit-rate and is currently under consideration for telephony 
applications. This coder was originally intended as a replacement for the 
LPC 10-type synthetic quality coders.
The last two standards have only recently been fully completed and thus 
some work in this thesis pre-dates their full publication.
1.4 S p eech  C oding C hallenges
From this brief discussion, it is clear that there are a variety of current 
speech coding techniques, however most of the coders are based around 
A-by-S architectures. These are the basis for the work in this thesis and 
there are three areas of current A-by-S research:
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• Improvements in the perceptual quality of coded speech.
• Reductions in transmission bit-rate.
• Reduction in the coding delay generated by such coders.
This thesis is concerned with the first of these two areas, but delay is a 
serious problem for many of the current coder applications. Many 
network standards require maximum coding delays of less than 5ms (e.g. 
CCITT 16kbit/s ), precluding the use of the block algorithms used for A- 
by-S schemes. Thus for low delay applications new backward adaptive 
CELP architectures are being researched; these sacrifice bit-rate 
reductions for substantially reduced coding delays.
In this thesis, the first area considered is improvements in the perceptual 
quality of CELP coded speech. The key to such improvements is the 
adoption of a hybrid CELP architecture which mixes both time and 
discrete frequency domain techniques. The use of the DFT offers 
computational advantages, but also creates a number of design problems, 
which are considered in Chapter 3. However, a substantial advantage of 
the DFT domain is that improved perceptual measures can be employed. 
These measures simulate the psycho-acoustic / perceptual behaviour of 
the ear and their incorporation into the standard A-by-S architectures is 
considered.
The hybrid CELP architecture also reveals a number of limitations of the 
standard A-by-S architecture and from these results a new low bit-rate 
coding architecture is conceived. This prototype’ coder exploits the pitch 
periodicity of speech, and is capable of substantially reducing 
transmission bit-rate.
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1.5 A N ote on O rganisation
This thesis is divided into five key theoretical chapters. Chapter 2 
considers the human vocal and auditory systems, while Chapter 3 
concentrates on the background signal processing for time-domain A-by-S 
speech coding. From this development a standard Time-Domain CELP 
architecture is derived, providing a basis for the work of Chapters 4, 5 
and 6. Chapter 4 discusses DFT domain CELP architectures [14] and 
derives a new DFT domain codebook technique. The new DFT domain 
CELP coder is then adapted in Chapter 5 to use a new perceptual 
measure, the Bark Spectral Distortion (BSD). Finally, Chapter 6 
investigates a new Prototype based coder and derives a sub-3kbit/s coder 
based on the technique.
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C hapter 2: T he H um an V ocal and  A uditory S ystem s.
This chapter describes the roles of the human vocal and auditory systems, 
since these originate and receive speech, their characteristics are an 
important consideration in the design of speech coders.
2.1 T he H um an V ocal System
The basic features of the human vocal system [1][2][3] are shown in 
Figures 2.1 and 2.2. The human vocal system is unique in being able to 
produce meaningful speech sounds; these are generated by varying the 
positions of the vocal tract articulators; the vocal chords, tongue, lips, 
teeth, velum and jaw. Sounds may be broadly classed into two sets: (a) 
vowels, which result from unrestricted airflow through the vocal tract and
(b) consonants, which are generated by airflow restrictions at one of 
various points in the vocal tract.
The 'energy source' for speech is the exhalation of air from the lungs. 
Sounds formed during inhalation are rare and the 1:10 
inhalation/exhalation ratio dining normal breathing thus enhances 
speech production. The rate of exhalation from the lungs controls the 
amplitude of sounds and the shape is defined by the vocal tract 
obstructions; when no obstruction is present normal breathing occurs. 
Most of the vocal tract obstructions, used in speech production, are 
situated in the larynx where the vocal chords (or folds) can partially or 
completely obstruct the vocal tract. The folds are structures of muscle, 
tendon and mucous membrane which can be varied in length, thickness 










Figure 2.1: The organs used in speech production.
Figure 2.2: Cross-sectional views of (a)vocal trac t and (b)places of articulation. Key: (a): 
1.vocal fold, 2. pharynx, 3. velum, 4. soft palate, 5. hard  palate, 6. alveolar ridge, 7. 
teeth, 8. lips, 9. tongue tip, 10. blade, 11. dorsum, 12. root, 13. jaw, 14. nasal cavity, 15. 
oral cavity, 16. nostrils, 17. trachea, 18. epiglottis, (b): 1.labial, 2. dental, 3. alveolar, 4. 
palatal, 5. velar, 6. uvular, 7. pharyngeal, 8. glottal.
2 .2
2.1.1 Sound Production .
There are three basic classes of sound produced by the vocal tract:
a) 'Whispers' are produced by almost closing the vocal folds 
completely so that turbulent noise is generated at the epiglottis. A 
second set of sounds, known as fricatives ('Shhh', 'Fhhh'), are 
generated in a similar way, but at a point further up the vocal 
tract. Fricatives are produced by placing the tongue against the 
roof of the mouth or the lips against the teeth.
b) 'Stops', or 'Plosives' (/P/, /T/) are caused by airflow interruptions. In 
this case, the vocal tract is completely closed at one of various 
points, such as the glottis ( at the vocal folds), the tongue ( against 
the palate e.g. AT/), and the lips (e.g. /P/).
c) The final class of sounds are known as Voiced' or 'Sonorant' sounds 
(/i,m/), which are those generated by motion of the vocal folds. 
These are the most important sounds in speech and are produced 
by periodic interruptions in the vocal tract airflow. The periodicity 
is produced by opening and closing of the vocal folds and generates 
the fundamental frequency or pitch of the speech. The average 
period of oscillation varies as the size of the vocal folds, which in 
turn is variant with age and sex of the speaker. Male speakers 
have long vocal folds and corresponding low fundamental 
frequencies, while children have short folds generating high 
fundamental frequencies. Neither the fundamental period, nor the 
vocal tract shape Eire constant, meaning that voiced speech is not 
truly periodic. It can, however, be considered as quasi-periodic over 
short time intervals
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2.1.2 V ocal Tract
The vocal and nasal tracts can be regarded as tubes of non-uniform cross 
sectional area. The speech sounds are generated by airflow down these 
tubes, and within the tubes there are a variety of resonance effects. These 
are similar to those found in organ pipes and other wind instruments. 
The resonant frequencies of the vocal tract are known as formant 
frequencies or, simply, formants. These are defined by the shape and size 
of the vocal tract such that different sounds are characterised by different 
formants. Thus the spectral properties of the speech signal are controlled 
by the time-varying structure of the vocal tract.
The vocal tract structures which allow the production of different, 
discriminatable, sounds are known as the 'Articulators'.
2.1.3 V ocal Tract A rticu lators
The most important Articulators are the tongue and lips but the velum 
and larynx also have important roles for some sounds. The larynx 
controls airflow through the glottis and can also be raised or lowered to: 
(a) effect formant frequencies, (b) lengthen the vocal fold vibrations, and
(c) facilitate movement of the upper articulators.
The most visible of the articulators are the lips. These effect vocal tract 
closure by producing narrow slits, rounding and spreading. The teeth can 
also be used in conjunction with the lips , for example in the dental 
obstruent sound /f/. The teeth are also used to produce sounds such as /0/, 
which are generated by actions of the most important articulator, the 
tongue, against the teeth.
The tongue forms most of the lower wall of the upper section of the vocal 
tract. It is extremely agile and can exert considerably more influence on 
sound formation than the structures of the upper wall. To produce
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different sounds the tongue is positioned and its shape altered. For these 
movements the tongue contains four distinct components and a 
sophisticated muscle structure. These control mechanisms allow the agile 
tip of the tongue to contact the palate up to nine times per second in 
tonguing type movements. The muscles also allow the tongue to be 
repositioned in times of less than 50ms, making the tongue a 
sophisticated tool for the production of vocal tract constrictions, at a 
number of positions.
All of the vocal tract articulators can be controlled precisely by the brain. 
To facilitate the level of control required each articulator has a high 
neuron to muscle fibre ratio. This allows very precise control of 
movements which are normally less than 1cm and can be at speeds of up 
to 30cm/s.
In this brief summary of the role of the human vocal system only the 
fundamentals have been covered. Further details can be found in the 
references [1][2]. A myriad of articulatory and phonetic analysis has been 
performed on the methods of speech production and the disorders thereof. 
These are beyond the scope of this thesis and the reader is referred to 
[1][4] for further details. In terms of speech coding, however, the most 
important conclusion is that speech is a highly complex signal. The 
generating processes are many and varied. Any coding or synthesis 
scheme will necessarily make an approximation to the generating 
processes by modelling the role of the fundamental features, while 
discarding less important sections. The choice of the model and the 
importance of the various speech characteristics, are the fundamental 
decisions required for the design of successful coding and synthesis 
schemes.
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2.2 T he H um an A uditory System
In the past, communications engineers have often concentrated speech 
coding efforts on modelling the speech production process. It is, however, 
becoming increasingly apparent that the human auditory processes 
[1][5][6][7] should have a position of equal importance in the design of 
synthesis and coding schemes. The auditory processing consists of both 
physiological and psychological effects, both of which influence design 
decisions made in this thesis. Hence, in the following summary of the ear 
both the psychology and physiology of hearing is considered.
P h ysio logy  and A natom y o f th e  ear
The human ear is, not surprisingly, particularly sensitive to the 
frequency range of human speech that contains most information (-200- 
5600Hz). Perception of these sounds is highly detailed and the ear 
automatically compensates for the fall off in voiced speech energy beyond 
400Hz. The ear is divided into three fundamental sections; the outer, 
middle and inner ear. The outer ear directs sounds towards the eardrum, 
from where the middle ear transforms sound pressure into mechanical 
movement. The inner ear, converts these movements into firings of the 
auditory neurons which, in turn, send electrical signals to the brain.
In the following sections the basic physiology and anatomy of the ear is 
considered. The diagrams of Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show the basic important 



































Figure 2.4: The structure of the cochlea: (a) a cross-section of the cochlea and (b) the 
structures surrounding the basilar membrane and Organ of Corti.
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2.2.1 T he O uter Ear
The outer ear is substantially visible. This part is known as the pinna 
(see Figure 2.3) and serves to funnel sounds towards the tympanic 
membrane (or eardrum). The pinna's shape also allows the ear to be more 
sensitive to sounds emanating from sources in front of the listener and 
fulfils the further, important role of protecting the sensitive middle and 
inner ear from foreign objects.
The air filled cavity formed by the outer ear acts as a 1/4 wavelength 
resonator with a first resonance, for adults, of ~3kHz. This amplifies the 
spectrum between 3 and 5kHz by up to 15dB, which significantly 
improves the perception of high frequency sounds.
2.2.2 T he M iddle Ear
The resonances generated in the outer ear impinge on the tympanic 
membrane which is at the beginning of the small air filled cavity known 
as the middle ear. This contains three tiny bones which transmit the 
tympanic membrane vibrations to the oval window membrane of the 
inner ear.
The middle ear performs three major functions:
1. The small bones (ossicles) provide an impedance match between the 
fluid filled inner ear and the air filled cavity of the outer ear. Without 
such a matching device only ~0.1% of the energy impinging on the 
tympanic membrane would reach the inner ear.
2. A further amplification is provided by the 'lever' action of the ossicles, 
combined with the difference in surface area between the large 
eardrum and small oval window membrane. The total increase in 
sound pressure generated by both these devices is approximately 
30dB.
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3. Protection against dangerously intense sounds that could damage the 
sensitive inner ear. This is provided by the stapes which alters from a 
pumping action to rotation at high sound levels. The oscillations of the 
inner ear do not, therefore, increase proportionally with the impinging 
sound level. The protection system is also activated (as a reflex action) 
when speaking. This prevents overloading and damage from the 
intense sound levels generated by speech at the speakers own ear. 
Spectrally, the middle ear acts as a lowpass filter with a roll off of ~15dB / 
Octave above 1kHz.
2.2.3 T he Inner Ear
The cochlea is the central part of the inner ear and is a fluid filled tube 
which transforms the mechanical vibrations at its oval window' into 
electrical signals sent from the auditory neurons to the brain. As can be 
seen in Figure 2.3, the cochlea is a snail-like spiral which is divided 
internally into three liquid filled tubes by two membranes. The three 
tubes are known as the Scala Vestibuli, the Scala Media, and the Scala 
Tympani while the dividing membranes are Reissner's membrane and the 
Basilar membrane.
The stapes of the middle ear transmit vibrations to the Scala Vestibuli 
via the oval window membrane. The cochlea has solid bone wall and is 
filled with an incompressible liquid. Thus, the vibrations of the oval 
window membrane cause motion in the flexible membranes of the 
cochlea. Two small holes, one at the apex of the cochlea, and the other at 
the basal end (the round window) serve to relieve pressure in the scalae. 
The cochlea has a tapering cross sectional area, as it spirals from base to 
apex while the basilar membrane tapers in the opposite direction. On the 
Basilar membrane is the Organ of Corti. This, highly specialised,
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structure contains hair cells, nerve endings and other, supporting, cells. 
Within the human cochlea there are some 15,000 hair cells which are 
divided between inner, and between three and five rows of outer, hair 
cells. The hair cells respond to deflections of the basilar membrane and 
cause the auditory neurons to fire, sending electrical signals to the brain. 
The electrical signal has two essential parts; the cochlear microphonic 
and the summating potential. The cochlear microphonic resembles the 
input speech signal while the summating potential is an offset. The outer 
hair cells are primarily responsible for generating the cochlear 
microphonic while the summating potential is generated by both the 
inner and outer hair cells [5]. The exact roles of the two types of cells is 
still not fully understood, mainly due to the lack of suitable 
measurements. Pickles [5], however, reviews the current understanding 
of cochlea mechanics.
2.2.4 The B asilar M em brane
The basilar membrane alters both in shape and tautness along its length 
and its frequency response thus varies accordingly. At the basal end the 
membrane is stiff and thin while at the apex it is compliant and massive ( 
the ratio of stiffness is greater than 100:1). Each location along the 
Basilar membrane, thus has a characteristic frequency at which it will 
vibrate maximally. Each location can be regarded as having a constant Q 
bandpass filter response, meaning that the basilar membrane has best 
resolution at low frequencies. Also, hair cells at high characteristic 
frequency points respond to a wider range of frequencies than those at 
lower characteristic frequency points. The positions of the characteristic 
frequency points on the basilar membrane have distances from the apex 
which are approximately proportional to the logarithm of the frequency.
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When a tone excites the oval window, the pressure applied to the cochlea 
causes the basilar membrane to vibrate at the sound's frequency. At the 
point on the membrane which has a matching characteristic frequency 
maximal vibration will occur. The auditory neurons corresponding to the 
hair cells at this position will then fire and electrical signals 
corresponding to the input tone will be sent to the brain.
Again, the exact mechanisms of the basilar membrane are still not fully 
understood.
While the anatomy of the ear is clear there is still much to be understood 
about its physiology. Further psychophysical effects are also apparent in 
hearing and these will now be considered.
2.2.5 H earing T hresholds [1][3][6]
The human ear is capable of hearing sounds over a wide frequency range 
from approximately 16Hz to 18kHz. The exact bandwidth varies with age 
and possible auditory damage. In the region from 1kHz to 5kHz the ear 
has significantly increased sensitivity and, this range, corresponds 
directly with the important frequencies of speech.
The science of perception has defined a number of auditory thresholds, 
known as the thresholds of hearing, feeling and pain. The threshold of 
hearing defines the intensity of sound required before it is heard and is 
significantly reduced over the speech frequency range. The spectral 
bandpass nature of this threshold is caused by the interaction of the outer 
and middle ear and the concentration of hair cells at the mid-range 
frequencies. The two other thresholds are of less relevance to speech 
coding and describe the intensity at which sounds are 'felt' and at which 
they cause pain and possible aural damage. Typically the threshold of
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pain is 120dB to 140dB (Sound intensity is measured in terms of Sound 
Pressure Level relative to a reference intensity of 10“ 16 watt/cm^ at 
1kHz).
Speech intensity is typically in the mid-range between the thresholds of 
hearing and pain. At lm  from the lips speech has a peak intensity of 
between 60 and 70dB.
While the threshold of hearing is relatively constant over the speech 
frequencies it does increase significantly below 300Hz. This effect is 
important since it makes low frequency reproduction quality imperative. 
These frequencies, contribute to the naturalness of speech and their loss 
contributes significantly to the 'unnaturalness' of telephone speech.
The concept of a threshold of hearing is often extended to produce curves 
of equal intensity for sounds. These 'equal loudness' curves describe the 
perceived loudness of a sound relative to its actual intensity and are used 
in Chapter 4 in the modelling of the ears response to sounds.
2.2.6 M asking
Masking describes the behaviour of the ear when two different sounds 
impinge on it simultaneously or within a short delay. One sound can 
simply obscure the other or one may raise the threshold of hearing of the 
other. The sound that becomes the masker is dependent on the 
circumstances, for example, when listening to a speaker at a party the 
speech is normally heard, however a minor distraction will cause the 
background noise to mask the speaker.
Masking is the most non-linear phenomenon involved in speech 
perception and its effects are diverse. Researchers have divided masking 
experiments into two classes (relevant to speech coding), with the 
following results:
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Masking of tones by other tones
Experiments show that the masking effects around a tone are non- 
symmetric. Frequencies above a tone are masked more than those below 
it and beating effects sometimes result in increased perceptibility for 
tones at certain frequencies.
Masking o f a tone by narrow band noise
Narrow band noise has a smoother masking effect than a tone. Close to 
the band the noise causes more masking than an equivalent tone but at 
higher frequencies the effects are similar.
These masking effects can be substantially modelled by the 'so-called' 
critical band effect [8], which is based on two main assumptions. The first 
is that when a tone is masked by noise, only those noise frequency 
components in a 'critical' band around it are relevant in masking. 
Secondly it is assumed that a tone is masked when the noise energy in 
the critical band equals the tone energy. The shapes of the critical bands 
have been extensively investigated [9] and used in modelling auditory 
behaviour. In Chapter 4, the concept is considered further and used as a 
basis for an auditory model.
2.3 Sum m ary
This chapter has briefly described the important aspects of hearing and 
speech production. The discussions have concentrated on those effects 
that have relevance to the speech coding techniques discussed in this 
thesis. In particular, the psycho-acoustic effects impinge significantly on 
the design of low-rate speech coders. Having considered the human 
speech processing systems, the following chapter considers the modelling 
and coding of speech.
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C hapter 3: S ignal P ro cessin g  E lem en ts for S p eech  
C oding.
Digital speech coding uses digital filters to model both the human 
auditory and vocal systems; this chapter considers the design of these 
filters, and the nature of the required excitation. Efficient representations 
of the filter parameters, and the excitation waveforms, are the key issues 
in the design of digital speech coders and this chapter discusses a number 
of alternative schemes. The discussion leads to the definition of a 
standard CELP coding scheme, which provides the basis for the work 
described in this thesis.
One important area of speech research is the assessment of synthesised 
speech quality. Since the human auditory system is highly complex, a 
perfect model of perception is not available, and approximate distortion 
measures have been developed. In this chapter, three, widely used, 
'Objective' measures of coder performance are described, and the role of 
'Subjective' listening tests is also, briefly, considered.
Before considering the signal processing, it is worth reviewing the form of 
the speech signal. The appearance of speech waveforms is a useful part of 
speech analysis, but it should be remembered that, since the ear's 
response is non-linear, a good 'visual' match does not directly equate to 
high 'perceived' speech quality. Figure 3.1 shows a typical utterance and 
three magnified sections; the aim of digital coding is to synthesise the 
detail of these magnified sections, while significantly reducing the 
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Figure 3.1: A Typical speech utterance: (a): "Cats and dogs each hate the other" by a 
female speaker, (b), (c) and (d): Three magnified sections of 125ms length.
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3.1 A M odel of Speech  P roduction  [1][2][3]
In section 2.1 the physical anatomy and basic processes of speech 
generation were considered, but, for coding and synthesis of speech, it is 
necessary to develop a simplified model of these systems. Most speech 
generation models can be described as the cascade of a simple time- 
varying linear system and an excitation generator. This simple 







Figure 3.2: Source-system model of speech production.
In the model, the time-varying linear system simulates the vocal tract 
behaviour and the radiation effects of the lips while, the excitation 
generator either produces noise (for unvoiced speech) or a series of 
periodic 'glottal' pulses (for voiced speech). As discussed in section 2.1, the 
vocal and nasal tracts can be regarded as a collection of acoustic tubes 
with corresponding resonances. In the simplified model, these resonances 
are simulated, and altered by the parameters of the time-varying linear 
system.












Figure 3.3: Block diagram of simplified discrete-time model for speech 
production.
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For speech processing, the linear model needs to be defined in the 
discrete time domain. Rabiner [1] develops such a model, using the theory 
of lossless acoustic tubes, and the resulting discrete time model for speech 
production is shown in Figure 3.3. The nature of the time-varying digital 
filter, in the simplified model, will now be considered.
3.2 L inear P red iction
Linear prediction [2] is a mathematical technique by which the 
parameters of a linear time-varying system suitable for the architecture 
of Figure 3.2 can be derived. Linear prediction is used for time-series 
analysis and depends on the premise that a given sample of a non- 
random time series can be predicted as a linear combination of previous 
samples. Such prediction techniques can be used for many time-series 
ranging from physiological signals to the behaviour of share prices. 
Speech is quasi-periodic over short periods and is thus predictable over 
these lengths. Typically, linear prediction is performed over 20ms 
segments of sampled speech.
The P coefficients of the linear predictor are determined by minimising an 
error measure between the input speech and the predicted waveform. The 
error measure normally employed is a simple sum of the squared 
differences'.
Taking the system shown in Figure 3.3 the system function can be 
described by an all pole (Autoregressive) model:-
TT/_\ _ S(z) G
h (z ) - k z ) = — 1 — :   ( 3 1 )
1 -  J^a(k)z
k=i
where G is a gain parameter, and a(k) are the prediction coefficients.
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Equation 3.1 is based on the premise that speech is a predictable time 
series such that:
P
sin) = a (k ) s (n -k )  (3.2)
k=l
Thus, the error signal (or residual) between the predicted, or
'synthesised', waveform and the input speech can be expressed as:
P
ein) = sin) -  sin) = sin) -  ^ aik)sin -  k)  (3.3)
k=l
This signal can be derived, in the z-transform domain, as the output of a 
filter with the transfer function:
P
A ( z ) = l -  ^ a ( k ) z ~ k  (3.4)
k=l
Then, if the predictor coefficients were perfect, the prediction error filter 
will be the inverse filter for the system H(z) (described in equation (3.1)) 
such that:
i?(z) = - ^ -   (3.5)
Aiz)
Thus, we now have a technique whereby speech can be synthesised by 
passing some gain adjusted excitation through a digital filter, 
representing the vocal tract. The key to the Linear Prediction process, 
then, is to derive the predictor coefficients a(k). If these can be derived 
and coded efficiently, speech coding and synthesis reduce to the 
simplified problem of representing the excitation. e(n).
3.2.1 D eterm ination  o f  pred ictor coeffic ien ts
There are various recognised methods for deriving the prediction 
coefficients; the autocorrelation [1], covariance [1], and Burg/lattice [1][3]
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techniques are just some. In this thesis the autocorrelation technique is 
used exclusively. This technique has gained favour in the speech coding 
community owing to it's low complexity and stability guarantees.
The Autocorrelation Equations
In the Autocorrelation method [1], a given speech segment s(n) (between 
160 and 200 samples at 8kHz) is assumed to be identically zero outside 
the interval 0 < n < N  - 1. Typically, the sequence is windowed using a 
Hamming window such that:
x(n) = s(n + N)w(n) f o r O < n < N - l   (3.6)
where w(n) is the standard Hamming window function.
The LPC coefficients are derived by considering the error signal described 
by equation 3.3. In this case the total error signal energy across the 




x(n)~ ^ a(k ) x ( n - k ) 
k=l
.(3.7)
where e(n) is , as before, the residual or excitation.
To find the optimum values of a(k), E  must be minimised by setting 
BE/d a(k) = Ofor k=0,1,2,3.,.,P. This leads to the set of linear equations:
CO P  CO
^  x(n- i )x in)  = ^  a(k) ^ x { n - i ) x { n - k )  for i = 0,1,2,3,...,P
71=—°° k = l  71=—°°
.............. (3.8)
This is a set of P simultaneous equations in P unknowns. Further 
simplification is possible by recognising that the autocorrelation of x(n) is 
defined as:
N
R(i) = ^ x M x i n - i )  for i = 1,2,3, ....,P   (3.9)
n = i
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which reduces the simultaneous equations of equation (3.8) to:
^ a ( k ) R d - k )  = R(i) fori = 1,2,3
k=l
.(3.10)
In matrix form this reduces to the solution of:
Rn ( 0) Rn ( 2) • a(l) «n(D
Rn ( 1) *»(0) Rn { 1) . . Rn ( p - 2) a(2) ^ ( 2 )
Rn (2) Rn ( 1) Rn«» •.. Rn(P-3) a(3) = «»(3)
Rn (P~ 1) Rn ( p - 2) Rn ( p - 3) . • Rn ( 0) a(P) *„(P)
.(3.11)
Solution for the LPC predictor coefficients
In equation (3.11), the P by P matrix of autocorrelation values is Toeplitz 
(i.e. it is symmetric and all elements on a given diagonal are identically 
equal). This property has led to a number of efficient, recursive, solutions 
to the derivation of the prediction coefficients a(k). Here, we shall 
describe only the Levinson-Durbin algorithm [1]. Other techniques, such 
as the Leroux-Guegen and Schur recursions [4] offer particular 
advantages when implemented on fixed point processors. For the work 
described in this thesis floating-point calculations were used exclusively, 
and the Levinson-Durbin procedure was sufficient.
The Levinson-Durbin recursion proceeds as follows:
E (0)=R(  0)  (3.12)
k{i)~
i - 1
m ) - ' Z a (i- 1) ( j ) R ( i - j )
7=1
a ^ \ i )  = k(i)
a (l) O') = a (l_ O’) ~ k(i)a^l~ x) (i -  j )
for l< i< P . (3.13)
 (3.14)
for 1< j  < i -  1(3.15)
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E (i) = (1-[£(;)]2)E (‘' 1) ............(3.16)
The final solution for the prediction coefficients is then given as:
aU) = a(PH j )  (3.17)
In the process of solving for the prediction coefficients the solutions for all 
lesser order predictors are also found. As the predictor order is increased, 
the error signal resulting from the LPC filter will decrease in magnitude. 
The results of other authors [5] show that for voiced speech, once there 
are enough poles to model the formant structure additional poles do little 
to reduce the error; this ’critical' order is normally around P=12. However, 
in practice, most current speech coding techniques compromise and use 
10th order LPC for 8kHz sampled speech.
Further, it is possible to make a simple check for the stability of the 
solution by monitoring the parameters k(i). It is necessary and sufficient 
that the roots of the polynomial A(z) are inside the unit circle for the 
system H(z) to be stable [1][3]. This produces a condition on the k(i) such 
that they satisfy:
- l < k ( i ) < l   (3.18)
The k(i) are known as the PARtial CORrelation (or PARCOR) coefficients 
and their negatives as the reflection coefficients. These can be related to 
parameters of acoustic tube models [1].
3.2.2 The LPC A nalysis and S yn th esis F ilters
The simplest LPC analysis filter (i.e. a filter which generates the residual 
from input speech) would be a direct FIR implementation as shown in 
Figure 3.4(a). Note that, while the analysis filter is FIR, the synthesis (or 
Inverse LPC) filter (3.4(b)) is HR. The nature of the LPC residual 
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Figure 3.5: The LPC residual (b) produced by an LPC Analysis Filter from the input 
speech record (a).
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The direct form structure is, however, very sensitive to small prediction 
coefficient errors, such as those generated by quantisation and channel 
errors. It is thus useful to consider an alternative lattice filter 
architecture, which has better properties for quantised parameters since 
it uses the reflection coefficients -k(i) as multipliers. These are less 
spectrally sensitive to quantisation than the prediction coefficients a(i) 
[1]. Lattice filter structures are shown in Figure 3.6 and the LPC filters 
used in this thesis are based on this scheme.
While the reflection coefficients are less spectrally sensitive to 
quantisation than the predictor coefficients, they are still not suitable for 
direct transmission at low bit rates over high error rate radio channels. In 
these environments, the relatively small quantisation/channel errors can 
still result in significant distortion of the output speech. Thus, a number 
of more robust coded forms for the LPC parameters have been suggested. 














Figure 3.6: LPC Lattice Filter Structures: (a) Analysis filter, and (b) Synthesis Filter.
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Ratio (LAR) [1]. In this representation the reflection coefficients k(i) are 
transformed according to:
l+k(i)
f o r l < i < P (3.19)
The LARs are particularly appropriate since the non-linear
While the Log Area Ratios are a significant encoding improvement, for 
low bit rate coders (sub 8kbit/s) a more efficient technique is required. In 
1984 Itakura [6] introduced Line Spectral Pairs (or frequencies). These
recent scheme, using Line Spectral Frequencies, codes the LPC 
parameters for a 160 sample frame of 8kHz sampled speech using just 25 
bits. The derivation of Line Spectral Frequencies is now, briefly, 
considered.
3.2.3 L ine Spectral F requ en cies
In the Linear Predictive analysis, described in section 3.2, a short speech 
segment is assumed to be generated as the output of an all-pole filter 
with suitable excitation. Ignoring the gain as being included in the 
excitation source, the all-pole synthesis filter is H{z) = 1/A(z)  where A(z) 
is given by:
A(z ) = l+ a ( l)z _1 + a(2)z~2 +a(3)z-3+ a(P)z~p  (3.20)
To define the Line Spectral Frequencies (LSFs) the inverse filter 
polynomial is split into two new polynomials:
transformation expands the critical region about \k(i)\ = 1. This allows 
uniform quantisation to be used with decreased spectral sensitivity.
have been found to have particularly good quantisation properties. A
P(z) = A(z) + Z_(P+ X) A(z_1) 




It directly follows that:
A(z) = [P(z) + Q(z)]/2 ............(3.23)
The roots of the sum and difference equations ((3.21) and (3.22) 
respectively) are called the Line Spectral Frequencies. The LSFs benefit 
from two properties of the roots of these two equations:
1. All zeros of P(z) and Q(z) lie on the unit circle.
2. Zeros of P(z) and Q(z) are interleaved, hence making the LSFs 
interleaved.
The second property means that the LSFs are taken in ascending, 
alternating order as the roots of P(z) and Q(z). Such properties clearly 
make the calculation of the LSFs simpler, since roots need only be 
searched for from the lower limit of the previous root. Further, if the 
LSFs do not satisfy these simple criteria then the associated LPC 
synthesis filter is unstable. The tracks of the first ten LSFs of a typical 
speech segment are shown in Figure 3.7, where the interleaved nature of 
the LSFs can be clearly seen. Further, the 'clustering' of the LSFs 
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Figure 3.7: The tracks of the first 10 LSFs for the utterance 'Mechanical 
Ingenuity has by a male speaker.
The computation algorithms used for LSFs are beyond the scope of this 
thesis and are detailed extensively in the references [8][9]. The 
procedures have developed extensively over the last twelve years since 
the LSF technique was introduced and, in particular, the work of Kang 
and Fransen [8] suggests two techniques. In the early work of this thesis 
the 'Approach 1: Using the Amplitude Response of the Sum and 
Difference filters', from [8] was used to derive the LSFs. However, in a
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practical coder this technique is too time consuming and the later work 
(particularly that of Chapter 5) used the technique employed by the US 
Federal Standard 1016 speech coder. This is based on the technique 
described by Kabal and Ramachandran [9], which, for solution purposes, 
casts the sum and difference equations as Chebyshev polynomials.
A simple technique, suggested by Kang and Fransen [8], was used to 
perform the inverse transformation of LSFs to prediction coefficients. 
This uses a direct LSF form of the LPC analysis filter, the impulse 
response of which provides the LPC coefficients. The architecture of this 
filter is shown in Figure 3.8.
d'(i) =  -2cos(2tc(LSF  ' i)Ts)
d’(n/2)d'(l)





d(l) - ....................... d(n/2)
P n+l(z)
d(i) = -2cos(2rc(LSF i)Ts)
Figure 3.8: Block Diagram of the LPC Analysis Filter configuration, using LSFs as filter 
weights.
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3.3 Long Term or P itch  P red iction
The LPC filter, described in the previous section, removes the spectral 
envelope of input speech. However, in the previous sections on speech 
generation it was clear that speech also contains important, long term 
pitch information below 500Hz. For this reason, in the model of Figure 
3.3, a voiced/unvoiced switch, switching between a pitch-periodic or noise­
like excitation source, is included. Many current speech coders, though,
Figure 3.9: Cascade of LPC Analysis Filter and Long Term Predictor (LTP)
contain no such switching, and a source of periodicity is always included 
in the excitation. For this purpose, a Long Term Predictor (or LTP) [10] is 
cascaded with the short term LPC filter; a typical analysis structure is 
shown in Figure 3.9
The LTP removes long term (or pitch) correlations from the LPC residual. 
This is performed by subtracting a prior, delayed section of residual 
which maximally correlates with the current filtered section. The delayed 
section is also optimally gain adjusted, such that the parameters for the 
LTP are a delay and gain term. The LTP filtering process is shown
Speech filter










Figure 3.10: The operation of an LTP 'analysis' filter.
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diagrammatically in Figure 3.10 and the delay and gain computations are 
now described mathematically. Note that the LTP filtering process is 
identically reversible for most delays.
For a segment length of L, an input residual r(n), and a candidate vector 
f(n), the squared prediction error between the two segments will be:
E = Y [ r ( n ) - f ( n ) Y   (3.24)
71= 0
For a LTP, however, the candidate vector is a section from the 'history' of 
the residual. If the candidate vector is assumed to commence at a delay of 
M samples then equation 3.24 becomes:
L -l
E(M,X) = £  [r(re) -  Xr(n -  M ) f   (3.25)
71 = 0
where X is an optimum gain term, which is determined by setting the 
derivative dE(MyX)/dX = 0, leading to:
L -l
Y r ( n ) r ( n - M )
^ _  7 1 = 0 ____________________
L -l .(3.26)
7 1 = 0
Substituting for X in equation 3.25 leads to the error function: 
L -l
E(M)= Y r 2(n ) -E ' (M)
7 1 = 0
where E'{M ) =
L -l
r ( n ) r ( n - M )
7 7 = 0
L -l




The function E'(M), alone, can be used for the search by noting that a 
squared error will never be negative. Thus, the search proceeds for all 
candidate vectors and the one which maximises E'(M) is chosen as the 
optimum candidate at delay M. For a periodic signal, the delay will 
correspond with the pitch period delay or multiples thereof, while non 
periodic (or unvoiced) signals have more erratic behaviour. Typically, 
pitch delays are searched over a range of between 16 and 147 samples at 
8kHz, corresponding with pitch frequencies of 500Hz and 54Hz, 
respectively.
The above analysis is for a first order predictor, but other authors have 
used multiple-tap filters [11] and non-integer delay filters [12][13]. The 
latter, interpolate between the samples by use of bandpass interpolation 
[14]. Both techniques offer performance advantages, however the non­
integer methods show the greatest promise and a simplified, non-integer 
approach is specified in the US Federal Standard 1016 coder [15][16][17]. 
In this thesis, integer-delay pitch prediction is used; this reduces coder 
complexity while still giving valid results. Improved performance for the 
coders described could, however, be achieved by use of non-integer delay 
techniques.
The type of LTP described in this section is known as an 'open-loop LTP' 
for reasons that will become apparent in the following sections. Typical 
results of the cascade of a first-order open-loop LTP and an LPC analysis 
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Figure 3.11: Waveforms showing operation of an open-loop LTP: (a) Input 
Speech (b) LPC Residual and (c) Excitation output of first-order LTP.
3.4 A nalysis-by-Synthesis C oding
While direct coding of the excitation is possible, such an approach is sub- 
optimal and does not make full use of the available bits. The full rate 
GSM speech coder [18] quantises the excitation as a stream  of regularly 
spaced pulses in an 'open-loop' manner. This requires coding of position 
and gain terms for the excitation and requires high bit rates (the GSM 
coder operates a t 13kbit/s). For rates of sub 8kbit/s it is necessary to code 
the excitation more efficiently. This can be achieved by closed-loop' 
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Figure 3.12: A general Analysis-by-Synthesis speech coding architecture (with open-loop 
LTP).
Ignoring the weighting filter, the process can be regarded as choosing an 
excitation vector which, when filtered by the LTP/LPC cascade best 
matches the input speech segment. The procedure is normally applied on 
a block-by-block basis where each speech segment is 5 to 10ms in 
duration. At a sampling rate of 8kHz, this corresponds to 40 to 80 
samples. Since the LPC coefficients are normally calculated for a frame 
length of 160 to 240 samples the frame is divided into sub-frames for the 
analysis-by-synthesis excitation vector search. Generally a frame is 
divided into four sub-frames.
Overall, the Analysis-by-Synthesis (A-by-S) approach allows the best 
possible excitation from the available selection to be chosen. Unlike 
parametric excitation representations, the excitation is chosen on the 
basis of the synthesised speech it produces. This is clearly a more 
appropriate approach if the increased computational complexity can be 
tolerated.
3.4.1 E xcitation  R ep resen tation s
Early A-by-S architectures used Multi-pulse Excitation (MPE) [19], which 
represents the excitation as a series of pulses located at non-uniformly
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spaced intervals. The coder has control over both the position and 
amplitude of each pulse. Typically, there are 4 or 5 pulses per 5ms 
segment making simultaneous optimisation of all pulses highly complex, 
and sub-optimal, sequential solutions are normally adopted. These 
operate by optimising each pulse position and amplitude in turn. After 
each pulse is determined its contribution to the synthesised speech is 
taken into account during the remaining pulse optimisations.
A simplification of the multipulse representation is known as Regular 
Pulse Excitation (RPE) [10]. Such coders, represent the excitation as a 
series of regularly spaced pulses. The coder optimises only the position of 
the initial pulse and the amplitude of each pulse.
Typical multi-pulse and regular pulse representations are shown in 
Figure 3.13. While these parametric excitation schemes can offer good 
speech quality at bit rates of around 13kbit/s, they do not offer a suitable 

















Figure 3.13: A typical (a) Multi-pulse excitation (MPE) vector, and (b) Regular Pulse 
Excitation (RPE) vector. Each vector would represent a single 5ms sub-frame.
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Perhaps the most important excitation representation to be suggested in 
recent years is Code Excited Linear Prediction. In [21], Schroeder and 
Atal suggested that the excitation could be represented by a codebook of 
Gaussian vectors. (A Gaussian vector, or sequence is a series of Gaussian 
sample values). Examples of Gaussian sequences are shown in Figure 
3.14.
Figure 3.14: Examples of Gaussian codebook sequences.
Schroeder and Atal found that good speech could be synthesised by 
forming the Inverse filter input as the output of an LTP in conjunction 
with a Gaussian codebook search. The major advantage of such a scheme 
is the low number of bits required to represent the sub-frame excitation 
e.g., for a typical 1024 vector codebook just 10 bits are needed to 
represent the excitation shape'. The required gain parameter can be 
quantised, coarsely, using a 5-bit, 32 level non-linear quantisation 
scheme.
While all the excitation schemes presented can produce good quality 
output speech, it is important that the error criterion, used for vector 
choice, is optimised to fully exploit the behaviour of the human auditory 
system. The role of the weighting filter, in Figure 3.12, in such a criterion 
is now considered.
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3.4.2 A P e rc e p tu a l E r ro r  C rite rio n  - th e  W eigh ting  F ilte r
The A-by-S architecture, shown in Figure 3.12, minimises the error 
between the sub-frames of input speech s(n) and synthesised speech s(n). 
This error is commonly calculated as the mean-squared error between the 
vectors, however for high quality speech synthesis it is necessary to 
incorporate auditory masking effects.
In section (2.2.6), the masking behaviour of the hum an ear was discussed. 
Simply, the ear has only limited ability to perceive small errors in 
frequency bands where there is high energy (i.e. around speech 
formants). To use this effect it is necessary to redistribute the speech 
power away from the formants, such that these bands are de-emphasised 
and more critical, low energy, bands are emphasised. This is the role of 
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Figure 3.15: Comparison of typical speech spectrum and th a t of the corresponding 
Weighting Filter. Transform length is 256 samples.
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The weighting filter (or noise shaping) filter is derived from those used in 
Adaptive Predictive Coders (APC) [21], where a suitable filter 
characteristic for speech was found to be:
P
l - ^ a ( i ) z ~ l
W ( ! > =    i=l-----  /b r o s y s l ............(3.28)
i-1
where A(z) is the standard LPC analysis filter and the parameter y is 
normally given a value of 0.8 or 0.9. y controls the energy in the formant 
regions, such that decreasing y , de-emphasises the formants by 
increasing the bandwidths of the poles of W(z). The increase in bandwidth 
Aco is given by [10]:
Ao) = ——lnyH z  (3.29)
71
In equation (3.29), fs is the sampling frequency, in this case 8kHz, and, 
for a value of y =0.9, the approximate bandwidth increase is 250Hz.
In the A-by-S architecture it is now possible, after making some 
assumptions, to considerably reduce the computational load of the search. 
If it is assumed that the IIR synthesis filter decays sufficiently within the 
sub-frame to be considered FIR, then the weighting and synthesis filters 
can be cascaded to produce a new weighted synthesis filter:
H M )  = — ---- ^ £ L  = ---- 1—   (3.30)
Y A ( z ) A ( z / y )  A(z /y )
This new, 'weighted' filter will have an impulse response similar to that 
of the standard LPC synthesis filter, but it will decay rapidly due to the 
influence of the y term.
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The new weighted impulse response will be related to the original h(n) as: 
hy(n) = ynh(n ) n = 0,1,2,.....  (3.31)
The weighted synthesis filter is implemented in both the direct and 
lattice forms by inserting a multiplier y before each delay element.
The incorporation of the weighting operation into the synthesis arm of 
the A-by-S system requires that the input speech is now weighted by W(z) 
prior to the error minimisation. Thus the revised A-by-S CELP 
architecture is shown in Figure 3.16. Future discussions exclusively 
consider the codebook excitation technique and CELP.
Weighting Filter
















Figure 3.16: The Time Domain A-by-S CELP Architecture (with LTP).
3.4.3 Error M inim isation  P rocedure for codebook  search
Before detailing the error minimisation it is worth simplifying the 
problem. It is convenient to consider the cascaded LTP and LPC weighted 
synthesis filters (see Figure 3.16) to be a single filter H(z). The error 
search is now described in the convenient matrix/vector terminology. In 
this case H will be an L by L lower triangular matrix constructed from 
the truncated impulse response of H.
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The impulse response is truncated at the sub-frame length, L, such that 
H is described by:
H =
h{ 0 ) 0 0 .. 0
h (1) h( 0 ) 0 .. 0
A(2 ) h( 1) h(0) . .. 0
... ... ... 0
h ( L - l ) h {L -  2) h (L -S )  . . h(0 )
.(3.32)
The synthesised speech vector will then be described by the convolution of 
the code vector cW  and the weighted filter response such that:
S = Hc(q)  (3.33)
Then the total mean squared error between the synthesised speech and 
the in p u t, weighted speech, will be:
i2
.(3.34)E (q) =||sw - x (9 )Hc(q)||i
where % the code gain term and || ||2, the sum of the squares of the 
vector components. Putting B E ^ / d x ^  = 0  in equation (3.34), a solution 




Now, substituting for % in (3.34) an expression for the squared error for 






This can be further simplified by noting that a squared error will never 
be negative. Hence the expression of (3.36) reduces to the maximisation 
across the codebook o f:
n  [sTHc(q)|2
= i--------- J -  ............(3.37)
Thus, to summarise, the CELP search finds the weighted squared error 
between the input and synthesised speech for every excitation vector in 
the codebook. The codebook entry q which maximises (3.37) is chosen to 
represent the current sub-frame. The codebook index q and the quantised 
gain term x ^  are then transmitted as the excitation representation for 
the current sub-frame. It should be noted that a CELP receiver structure 
is simply a codebook, and cascade of the inverse LTP and the unweighted 
LPC synthesis filter, 1/A(z).
One further complication is caused by the truncation of the HR synthesis 
filter in the CELP search. This filter is HR and even if the current sub- 
frame had an identically zero excitation the filter would produce an 
output. It is necessary to take this zero-response' into account during the 
search process, and, thus, prior to the CELP search, the 'zero-response' of 
the synthesis filter is subtracted from the weighted input speech. This 
modification is included in the CELP architecture shown in Figure 3.16.
3.4.4 A 'closed-loop1 LTP - an adaptive codebook .
While the excitation in the CELP coder described is chosen in a 'closed- 
loop' optimisation, the LTP parameters must still be computed 'open-loop'. 
Normally the 'open-loop' LTP parameters are computed from the input 
speech sub-frame. It has, however, been shown [2 2 ] that significant 
performance improvements can be achieved by making the LTP part of
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the CELP optimisation loop. In this way, the LTP contribution to the 
residual will interact in an optimal manner with the excitation.
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Figure 3.17: The standard Time Domain A-by-S CELP Architecture.
So as to include the LTP in the CELP loop it is necessary to recast the 
CELP architecture. Figure 3.17 shows the new architecture, where the 
LTP is removed and replaced by an adaptive codebook search. The entries 
of this codebook are generated from the previous 'history' of the residual. 
The adaptive codebook can, thus, be regarded as a shift register. The 
adaptive codebook concept is shown in Figure 3.17.
Essentially, the adaptive codebook is a set of 'overlapped' codebook 
vectors. Each vector of index (-d), overlaps the vector of index (-d+1) by all 
but the last sample with a new value for its first sample.
Each code is derived such that:
(i) = r(n -  d  + i) for 0 < i< L  and d > L  (3.38)
The codebook search proceeds identically to that described for the 
excitation codebook in the previous section (the excitation codebook is 
generally referred to as the 'Fixed' codebook, to avoid confusion). The 
adaptive codebook parameters transmitted correspond directly with those
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of a LTP and are the chosen adaptive code index, d, and the respective 
gain term %a. Adaptive codebooks are normally searched over 128 codes 
for delays between 16 and 143.
The alteration in the CELP architecture also simplifies the search 
convolutions since the LTP response is no longer present. Thus in the 
error minimisation, the matrix H is now constructed with the impulse 
response of the LPC weighted synthesis filter y A (z  / y).
There is, however, one problem with the adaptive codebook structure. 
Codes that have delays of less than the sub-length (i.e. 40 samples for a 
5ms sub-frame) are incompletely defined. While the required samples can 
be found recursively, this is impractical in a codebook search. The 
approximation used in the work for this thesis [23], periodically extends 
such codes. The adaptive code vectors, ad(n), for d<L are then defined as:
a^d\ i )  = r ( n - d  + i) fo r0 < i< d  (3 3 9 )
a^d\ i )  = a^d\ i - d) for d < i< L  a n d d < L
The overlapped nature of the adaptive codebook can also be used to 
reduce search complexity [23]. The technique can also be applied to the 
fixed codebook and this is now considered.
3.4.5 F ixed  C odebook Im plem entation
The CELP fixed codebook could be directly implemented as a full 
codebook consisting of, typically, 1024 40-sample vectors. Such a 
codebook requires 163,844 bytes (approx. 160Kbytes) if all sample values 
are held in single-precision floating point. This is a considerable fixed 
memory requirement for a speech coder which may operate in a portable 
environment.
An alternative codebook approach is to calculate each code on-line from a 
seeded Gaussian sequence generator. Such an approach is practical for
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sim ulation but in real-time coders the CELP search is on the limits of 
current processing capability [16]. The inclusion of the generator would 
add a significant processing overhead making a real-time CELP search 
impractical.
The accepted solution to the fixed codebook implementation is an 
overlapped' codebook, which is sim ilar to the adaptive codebook described 
previously. An overlapped fixed codebook consists of a long Gaussian 
sequence ( for a 1024, 40 sample vector codebook: 1024*2+40=2088 
samples). Lin [24] found th a t a two sample code overlap offered 
performance advantages over the single sample overlap of the adaptive 
codebook. For the fixed codebook the codes are generated as:
f(q,n) = G(2q + n ) n = 0,1,2, ....,40........................................ .(3.40)
where G(n) is a unit variance Gaussian sequence.
G aussian Seq u en ce (length  2N + L )
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Figure 3.18: The structure of (a) a Full fixed codebook and (b) an overlapped fixed 
codebook.
A comparison of the Full fixed and overlapped codebook structures is 
shown in Figure 3.18. The overlapped nature of the codebook allows a 
considerable simplification of the CELP search. In the CELP search
C od e 0
C od e 1
C ode 2
C o d e N -2
C ode N - l
(a)
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successive codes are convolved with an identical inverse LPC filter 
response. In the overlapped codebook the result of this convolution for 
each new code will be identical to that for the previous vector excepting 
two samples and a shift. Thus rather than perform a convolution 
requiring L2/ 2  multiplications, an end correction procedure requiring
just 4L multiplications is performed. The ’end-correction’ proceeds as 
follows:
1 .Subtract previous code's first sample contribution from convolution 
result:
s(i) = s(i)-G (2q -2 )h (i) 0 < i< L   (3.41)
2 .Shift previous code's convolution result, dropping first sample:
s(i) = s(i +1) 0 < i < L - l   (3.42)
3.Add contributions of new code's last sample to convolution result:
L - l
s(L  -1 ) = X G (2q-2  + i ) h ( L - l - i )  (3.43)
i= 0
This process is repeated, in the case of an overlap of 2, with 2q-l 
replacing 2q-2 in equations (3.41)-(3.43). This scheme can also be used to 
improve the adaptive codebook search.
Further adaptations and derivations of the of the overlapped codebook 
technique have been suggested by a number of authors [25][26]. Ternary 
codebooks [26] are of particular interest since the Gaussian sequence is 
replaced by a centre clipped series, resulting in a series of signed, unit 
impulses. These irregularly spaced pulses, interspersed with zero values, 
can be stored efficiently and a further reduction in computational 
complexity is produced by the multiplications becoming a limited number 
of additions. An overlapped ternary codebook has been adopted for the 
Federal Standard 1016 speech coder [17].
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3.5 A Standard T im e-D om ain CELP A rch itectu re
In the previous sections of this chapter we have fully described the signal 
processing elements of the CELP A-by-S speech coder. In this section the
Prev. Frame LSF Pres. Frame LSF
Sub-frame 1 0.75 0.25
Sub-frame 2 0.5 0.5
Sub-frame 3 0.0 1.0
Sub-frame 4 0.0 1.0
Table 3.1: Interpolation proportions for LSFs in standard Time Domain CELP Coder.
parameters of a standard CELP architecture will be defined. The results 
of this coder are used as a benchmark for the coders developed in the 
following chapters of this thesis.
The standard Time Domain CELP architecture is identical to that shown 
in Figure 3.17. The coder operates on 8 kHz sampled speech and a frame 
length of 160 samples (20ms). The LPC parameters are determined using 
the autocorrelation technique (Levinson-Durbin recursion) and encoded 
as Line Spectral Frequencies. Each frame is sub-divided into four 40 
sample sub-frames (5ms), and, for each sub-frame, the Line Spectral 
frequencies are interpolated to ensure against discontinuities. The 
interpolation scheme used is described in Table 3.1.
For every sub-frame an adaptive and fixed codebook search are 
performed. The adaptive codebook is of length 128 and the fixed codebook 
contains 1024 overlapped Gaussian codes with an overlap of 2 .
For experimentation purposes the gains and LSF parameters are 
unquantised in the standard coder. However, a suitable bit allocation for 
the standard Time Domain CELP coder is shown in Table 3.2. The total 
bits/frame of 142 samples translates to 7.1kbit/s for a frame length of 160
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samples. In a practical implementation this bit rate would be increased to 
some 8 kbit/s by the requirements for error correction and synchronisation 
information.
Parameter Bits/Sub-frame Bits/Frame




Adaptive Codebook: Gain 5 20
Codebook Index 7 28
Fixed Codebook: Gain 5 20
Codebook Index 10 40
Total Number of Bits: 27 142
Table 3.2: Suitable Bit allocation for the standard Time Domain CELP Coder.
3.6 M easures for sp eech  cod in g
The measures used for assessment of speech coders are divided into two 
classes; Objective and Subjective measures [27]. Objective measures are 
more easily used since they can be described purely mathematically, 
while Subjective measures are based on the opinions of a panel of 
listeners. However, a perfect model of the human ear, and hence a perfect 
objective measure, does not currently exist. Current objective measures 
can, thus, only make approximations to the 'real' speech quality perceived 
by a listener.
3.6.1 O bjective sp eech  m easu res
Three standard objective measures, Average SNR, Segmental SNR and 
Cepstral Distance, are employed in the work described. A further 
measure, based on a perceptual auditory model, is derived in chapter 5.
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The problem with objective measures is that the human ear does not 
perceive sounds as a pure set of samples. It is sensitive to particular 
forms of distortion while other types may not be perceived due to masking 
and threshold effects. Thus normal communications systems measures 
must be used with care. The three measures considered were chosen 
because of their widespread acceptance in the speech coding community. 
In general, Objective measures divide the input speech records into 
frames. All three measures discussed are based on the standard coder 
frame length of 160 samples, which exploits the fact that speech can be 
regarded as quasi-periodic over such lengths. Typically, the measures are 
determined as averages across 2 0  sentences of mixed male/female speech 
lasting approximately 1 minute.
Average SNR (AV. SNR)
The Average SNR [28] is the mean value of a large number of frame 
SNRs. Each frame SNR is a measure of the reconstruction error between 
the synthesised speech y(n) and the input x(n).
The Average SNR is determined as:
M
X %2(<n )
s n r f r  =    ( 3 4 4 )
XMtt)-y(n))2
7 1 = 1
The AV. SNR measure is then determined as the mean over the F  frames 
under consideration such that:
1  sn Rfr
AV. SNR  = 101og10 ^ ...................................  (3.45)
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Segmental SNR (SEGSNR)
The Segmental SNR [28][29] measure has gained wide acceptance as it 
compensates, simply, for the under-emphasis of weak signal performance 
in the AV. SNR measure. The SEGSNR uses dynamic time-weighting, 
specifically log weighting, converting the SNR values to dB prior to the 
averaging operation. This ensures that very high SNR values 
corresponding to well-code high energy speech segments do not 
camouflage the coder's performance for weak segments.
The SEGSNR measure is defined as:
1 F
SEGSNR  = -^ X 10  lo£ 10 ISNRgjj ]  (3.46)
771=1
where SNR™r  is the SNR defined by equation (3.44).
While some authors [28] ignore 'silence' frames (frames containing no 
speech) when calculating the SEGSNR, in this thesis all frames are 
considered. This gives a more realistic 'feel' for the coder performance in a 
mobile radio environment where silence frames are unlikely to exist due 
to background noise.
Cepstral Distance (CD)
The Cepstral Distance [29][30][31][32] differs from the previous measures 
in that it is a spectral distortion measure. Other definitions exist for the 
Cepstral Distance (CD), but in this thesis the CD is calculated from the 
LPC coefficients. This is a convenient and fast technique for comparing 
the smoothed spectra of the input and output speech signals.
The Cepstral coefficients are derived from the LPC coefficients by relating 
the Cepstral LPC model to the standard LPC derivation.
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The Cepstral LPC model is defined as:
log e(A(z)) = -X c (* )z " ft  (3.47)
k = l
where A(z) is the standard LPC filter described previously and c(k) are 
the Cepstral coefficients. The simplest method of calculation for the 
Cepstral coefficients is a recursion relating them to the standard LPC 
parameter a(k), such that:
n - l
c(n) = a ( n ) + ^ ( y r})c(k)a(n-k) 1 <n  (3.48)
k = l
The Cepstral Distance is then measured, between the Cepstral 








In this work, the CD is computed using the first P Cepstral coefficients 
and throughout a predictor order of P=10 is used.
The LPC Cepstral Distance has been shown to correspond well with the 
subjective Mean Opinion Score (MOS) measure. However, results in this 
thesis, show that it does not perform well for certain forms of spectral 
distortion.
3.6.2 Subjective M easures
The most widely used subjective listening test is known as the Mean 
Opinion Score (MOS) [27]. A large number of listeners are required to 
rank the synthesised speech on a five point scale:
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Rating Speech Quality Level of Distortion
5 Excellent Imperceptible
4 Good Just perceptible, but not annoying
3 Fair Perceptible, and slightly annoying
2 Poor Annoying, but not objectionable
1 Unsatisfactory Very annoying and objectionable
Two phases of the tests are performed - 'training' during which listeners 
hear signals representing 'high', 'low', and 'middle' judgement categories. 
This 'anchors' the opinion scores of the listeners. Then in the second 
phase -'evaluation' the subjects listen and rank the signal samples 
according to the above table.
For the tests to be valid it is necessary to have a large set of standard 
reference signals and to perform substantial training. The problem with 
the scheme is that different listeners will have different 'goodness' 
meanings. This will be influenced by the perception of each listener and 
the types of distortion present in the signals.
Recent work [33] has shown that MOS tests can only achieve meaningful 
results when performed on a well-trained, experienced listener base. This 
ensures that the listeners have experience of the types of distortion 
produced by coders and have a similar 'anchor' for goodness. A typical 
listener base would exceed 60 people.
Within the scope of this work it was clearly impractical to perform valid 
subjective testing. Since a number of coders were produced over a 3 year 
span, the cost and time requirements of such tests would be preventively 
high. Currently only coders being tested for the mobile cellular and
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telecommunications standards (e.g. GSM [18], US Federal Std 1016 [16]) 
have full subjective tests performed upon them.
3.7 S p eech  D atabase
The speech coders described in this work were tested on a speech 
database constructed by the author. The database consists of some 30 
English speakers who were asked to read a list of 20 phonetically 
balanced sentences taken from the Harvard list [34]. The sentences were 
then edited into five one minute speech records comprising all 20  
sentences. These records contain an equal mix of male and female 
speakers. Since the records do not use ’Broadcast' speech (e.g. BBC 
shipping transmissions) they were considered a fair representation of 
inputs to a mobile telephone. In this thesis the speech records are 
referenced as the Bath Speech Records 1-5.
The Objective measures, considered in the previous section, were tested 
on the Standard Time-Domain CELP speech coder, using the Bath 
Speech Records; results are tabulated in Table 3.3.
Objective Speech Measure:
Bath Speech AV.SNR SEGSNR CD
Record: (dB) (dB) (dB)
1 12.41 11.62 2.67
2 12.07 11.37 2.66
3 12.06 11.78 2.65
4 12.08 11.53 2.65
5 12.10 11.40 2.66
Table 3.3: Objective Speech Measures for the Standard Time Domain CELP Coder 
using the Bath Speech Records as input samples..
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3.8 Sum m ary
This chapter has described a digital model of speech production. Central 
to this model is the all-pole synthesis filter, the parameters of which are 
determined by Linear Predictive analysis. Two Linear Predictive filters 
were defined; the analysis filter generates the LPC residual from the 
input speech, and the synthesis filter performs the inverse operation. The 
coefficients of these filters (the LPC coefficients) are not suitable for 
direct quantisation and must be transformed to other representations; 
three alternative forms were described, of which the Line Spectral 
Frequencies are particularly useful.
While the LPC analysis filter removes the short-term spectral shape of 
the input speech, a Long Term Predictor was introduced to remove the 
pitch content. In cascade with the LPC analysis filter, the LTP correlates 
prior residual sections with the current segment, to maximise prediction 
gain. The excitation waveform, resulting from the cascade of these filters, 
can be quantised using Multi-pulse, Regular-pulse or Gaussian 
sequences. CELP represents the excitation as a vector from a Gaussian 
codebook, which is chosen using a perceptually weighted MSE search. 
The perceptual weighting emphasises noise which will not be masked by 
the speech formants, and hence improves the perceived quality of the 
synthesised speech.
The Analysis-by-Synthesis CELP architecture can be further improved by 
use of a closed-loop LTP, known as an Adaptive codebook. This is 
searched using the perceptually weighted MSE search such that the 
adaptive code makes an optimal contribution to the output speech.
As a result of the discussions of Linear Predictive Coding, a standard 
CELP architecture was defined. This searches the codebooks in the Time- 
Domain and is the basis for the speech coders described in this thesis.
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Since human perception is non-linear a simple measure of speech 
distortion is not available. Three approximate Objective measures were 
described: AV. SNR and SEGSNR compare the time-domain speech 
samples, while the CD measures the error between the smoothed spectra. 
In summary, this chapter has considered the important signal processing 
used in current speech coders. These signal processing elements are used 
extensively in the following chapters of this thesis.
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C hapter 4: The A p p lication  o f th e  DFT to  CELP 
A rch itectu res
In the CELP coders described in Chapter 3, the LPC excitation was 
represented by a gain-adjusted vector selected from a Gaussian codebook. 
Such codebooks can be stored and searched efficiently using algorithms 
such as those described by Lin [1] and Kleijn et. al. [2]. In the frequency 
domain, time domain convolution is transformed identically to vector 
multiplication and the CELP search procedure can, thus, also be 
performed in the frequency domain.
In [3], Trancoso and Atal describe the efficient implementation of CELP 
using transforms such as the DFT and Singular Value Decomposition 
(SVD). In this chapter, CELP schemes employing DFT domain codebook 
searches are considered, and two novel techniques, for reducing the size 
of DFT domain codebooks, are presented [4].
The DFT domain CELP structure also allows analysis of 'pseudo-ideal' 
excitation sequences for CELP architectures. The features that are 
revealed by the 'pseudo-ideal' excitation have consequences for future 
coding structures and, in particular, the spectral content of the excitation 
is considered.
4.1 D iscrete F requency D om ain  Searched  CELP
A variant of the standard CELP architecture considered in chapter 3 
searches the fixed codebook in the DFT domain. The basic architecture of 
such a scheme is shown in Figure 4.1. In this section the important 
processes of the DFT domain CELP architecture are considered.
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Figure 4.1: Frequency Domain CELP: CELP architecture using a frequency 
domain fixed codebook search.
4.1.1 A dap tive  C odebook S ea rch
Since the adaptive codebook, by its very nature, alters from sub-frame to 
sub-frame it is impractical to perform adaptive codebook searches in the 
DFT domain. To do so would require one DFT to be calculated for each 
code of the adaptive codebook (normally 128) on every search. This is 
clearly a significant increase in complexity over time domain CELP and 
would put coder complexity beyond the scope of current DSP processors. 
(The DSP32C requires 0.099ms to perform a 64 point real FFT: Thus a 
128 vector codebook search alone would take approximately 12.7 ms. This 
contrasts with a sub-frame length of 5ms). Efficient time domain
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algorithms for searching the adaptive codebook exist (see section 3.4.5) 
and these are therefore retained for the DFT domain CELP architecture.
4.1.2 T ransform ation o f th e Inverse LPC filter  resp on se
In time domain CELP the short term weighted inverse filter used in the 
codebook search is HR. For transformation to the DFT domain the 
impulse response of this filter must be truncated. Fortunately, the 
impulse response decays rapidly and truncation at 40 samples has 
negligible effect on the filters behaviour. This can be seen in figure 4.2 
which shows the filter response for different speakers and speech 
segments. The truncation of this filter at 40 samples (5ms) corresponds 
with the work of Trancoso and Atal [3].
4.1.3 C onvolution  by DFT dom ain M ultip lication
The time domain convolution is transformed in the DFT domain to a 
simple vector multiplication, however to maintain equivalence between 
the domains, circular convolution effects must be avoided. This 
phenomenon is prevented by zero-padding the time domain sequences 
prior to the DFT transformation. The required padded length is defined 
as[5]:
L > N 1 + N 2 - 1   (4.1)
where N i  and N 2 are the lengths of the two sequences being convolved. 
In the case of the CELP search and N 2 are identically 40 samples, 
since they are the lengths of the codebook entry Cq(n) and the short term 
inverse filter response h(n). Thus the minimum value of L  is 79 samples. 
However, for convenience, a transform length (L=2N) of 80 samples was 
chosen. An 80 point DFT can be performed efficiently by using a
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Figure 4.2: Typical Impulse responses of the weighted inverse LPC filter. Note 
that all responses have decayed substantially within 40 samples (5ms)
composite number FFT algorithm [5] which reduces the DFT to five 
sixteen point FFTs.
The DFT of a 40 sample sequence, zero padded to 80 samples, consists of 
the 40 DFT coefficients representing the original sequence interspersed 
with a second set of 40 interpolated coefficients. This interpolation
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process will be considered in section (4.3.2) as the basis of an efficient 
storage technique for DFT codebooks.
4.1.4 F requ en cy  D om ain C odebook Search
The DFT domain codebook search proceeds in a similar manner to the 
time domain search described in section (3.4.3). The analysis-by-synthesis 
procedure is best described in matrix-vector notation. In terms of DFTs 
the total squared error minimisation becomes:
2 N- 1  “
£ (9)= X  X (i)-x (<?)H(i)C(9 )(i)  (4.2)
i-0
where X, H, and C are, respectively, the DFTs of the weighted input 
speech, truncated inverse filter response (h(n)), and the qth codebook 
entry under test.
i i2In equation (4.2) the | | term indicates the norm of the expression such 
that the equation can be rewritten:
E (g) = 2£ 1r x ( t ) - z (g')H(i)C(9) (i)l rx*(£)-%(9)H*(i)C*(9)(t)
i=0 J L
.............. (4.3)
where X indicates the conjugate of X.
The optimum gain % is then found, in a similar way to the time domain 
procedure, by setting the derivative /5% ^ = 0  in equation (4.3) This 
leads to an expression for the gain of the form:
2 N- 1
Real
y(<7) _ -------- iflQ-------------------------------------- (4 4)
k 2 N- 1  K '~ i i
X  H(i)C(9 )(i)
i =0
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Substitution for %(q) in equation (4.3) leads to the search reducing to the 
minimisation of:
2N -1









Since the norm of X is always positive this expression can be simplified 
for the purposes of the CELP search to:
E 'W  =
2N-1








In practice the summations of equation (4.6) can be restricted to N+l 
terms by exploiting the conjugate symmetry of the DFTs of real 
sequences. For calculation purposes equation (4.6) thus becomes:
E ’(q) -
Real
N- l i 2
X* (0)H(0)C(9> (0) + 2. (/)H(i)C(9) (i)
i= 1
+X* (N)H(N)C(g) (N)
|h(0)C(9 >(0)|2 +2. X  |H(i)C(9 )(i)|2 +|H(iV)C(<?)(iV)|' 
1=1
.(4.7)
This expression can be further simplified by removal of the d.c. 
coefficient, which was found to have little merit in the search process. The 
Gaussian codebook and the input speech are both generated around a
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zero mean, thus making the long term average d.c. component zero. 
Individual codes may however, have a significant d.c. coefficient value 
caused by the short code time sequence having a non-zero mean. This was 
found to sometimes distort the search process; all d.c. coefficients are thus 
zeroed.




(  N - l
2. X X *  (i)H(i)C<q) (i )+X* (N)H(N)C<9) (AT) 
V 1=1
N - l  2 i ‘
2. X |H (i)C (g)(i)| + |H(iV)C(<?)(iV)|
i= l
.(4.8)
The resulting DFT domain search expression (4.8) is substantially similar 
to the equivalent time domain expression. However, the searches will not 
be identical due to the truncation of the HR inverse filter response. 
Further, the frequency domain search actually compares the 80 sample 
convolution result with the zero-extended 40 sample input speech vector. 
These differences are, however, insignificant, when the short decay of the 
HR filter is considered.
4.2 C om plexity o f  th e  F requ en cy  D om ain Search
The complexity of Frequency Domain searched CELP is lower than that 
of Full codebook searched Time Domain CELP. Comparative measures of 
complexity are shown in Table 4.1. The measures are based on the 
numbers of multiplications and divisions required for the search 
equations (3.37) and (4.8). Each code vector search can be fully described 
by the evaluation of these expressions. Note that the relevant gain
4.7














- 882 5280 5280
Code vector 
Search
882N 242(N-1) 242N 722N
Total
(N=1024)
903,168 248,448 253,088 744,608
Table 4.1: Computational Complexity of various codebook search techniques.
( Complexity measured in terms of number of multiplications/divisions).
computations are included within these calculations. The use of 
multiplication and division operations as a complexity measure is clearly 
an approximation. The complexity calculations for Frequency Domain 
searched CELP will probably be artificially low since the manipulation of 
complex arrays is more processor intensive than that of the real-valued 
arrays required for Time CELP searches.
In the table the search overhead for Overlapped time domain CELP 
represents one full convolution evaluation of (3.37) and, for the DFT 
domain searches, 3 DFT calculations. These 80 point DFTs are computed 
as five sixteen point FFTs using the 'composite number' technique 
described in [5]. Since the 80 point DFT becomes the solution of:
4 .27ikl .2nkbr
X ( k ) = Y JeJ~ ^  £ x ( 5 r+l )e  80 £ = 0,1,....79........... (4.9)
1=0 r =0
Equation (4.9) can then be performed as 5 16-point FFTs and 5x80=400 
complex multiplications giving a total number of multiplication 
operations per 80 point DFT as 4x400+5.(16/2)log216 = 1760.
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The results show that Overlapped Time Domain CELP has the lowest 
complexity but is very closely followed by DFT domain searched CELP. 
DFT domain CELP using a time domain codebook, and transforming each 
vector, is still faster than standard CELP but is impractical for real-time 
implementations with current processor technology.
In conclusion, the DFT domain search is an efficient alternative to 
overlapped codebook techniques for CELP searches. It also has the 
advantage that filtering operations become simple multiplicative 
weightings of coefficients. The figures for DFT domain complexity could 
also be significantly reduced by choosing a frame length of a power of 2 . 
This would allow the use of a standard FFT for the transforms and 
produce a significant reduction in complexity.
4.3 DFT D om ain C odebooks
During the frequency domain CELP search it would be possible to 
individually transform the time domain codebook vectors for each stage of 
the codebook search (as shown in Table 4.1). This procedure is clearly 
inefficient, and it is desirable to hold the codebook permanently in the 
DFT domain. Using a DFT domain codebook, it is necessary only to 
inverse transform the chosen codebook vector, thus reducing the number 
of transforms to just one rather than, perhaps, 1024. Some authors [6 ] 
have suggested holding both a frequency domain and equivalent time 
domain codebook. This approach is not considered here since it requires 
unnecessarily large memory space and offers little advantage over the 
single transform method.
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4.3.1 Full D iscrete F req u en cy  D om ain C odebooks
For the DFT codebook search, described previously, a Full Frequency 
Domain codebook would consist of N, 80 coefficient DFTs representing 
zero extended 40 sample Gaussian sequences. If conjugate symmetry and 
the zeroed d.c. coefficient are considered, each of the DFT vectors can be 
described by just 40 complex values. Then, a length N=1024 codebook 
would require 4x2x1024x40 = 327680 bytes (or 320Kb) of storage space. 
This calculation is based on each coefficient being stored as two 4-byte 
IEEE floating point numbers.
For simulation purposes a 320Kb codebook is feasible, however in a 
mobile telephony environment, where power consumption and physical 
size are important, such a memory requirement is clearly infeasible. To 
make DFT searched CELP a practical proposition, it is necessary to 
derive a reduced size codebook.
4.3.2 O verlapped F requ en cy  D om ain C odebooks
So as to avoid circular convolution the transforms in the Full Frequency 
Domain codebook represent zero extended time domain sequences. This 
zero extension is effectively a rectangular windowing operation and 
results in the code's DFT being interpolated by a function of the form:
where M  is the length of the original sequence, and N the length of the 
zero extended sequence (i.e. the transform size), in this case 40 and 80 
samples respectively. Two basic constraints can, thus, be placed on a 
reduced size codebook:
F(i) = expj fo r  < i < — .....(4.10)
2 2
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• The generated DFT domain codes must correspond to real time 
sequences.
• The generated 80 coefficient DFTs must represent transforms of zero- 
extended 40 sample time domain sequences.
The first of these can be achieved by simply ensuring that the generated 
DFT codes emulate the conjugate symmetry of the DFTs of real 
sequences. The second constraint can, however only be approximated in a 
reduced size codebook. The windowing, representing the zero extension, 
is transformed in the DFT domain to circular convolution of the original 
DFT with F (i) from equation (4.10). Circular convolution, however, 
requires each code to be stored in its entirety, making any codebook size 
reduction difficult.
An alternative approach would be to store 40 coefficient codes and 
interpolate them for each code search. This is, however, clearly inefficient 
and impractical in a fast codebook search. Further, the codebook size is 
only reduced to 160Kb by such an approach.
So as to reduce the codebook size, while maintaining the codebook search 
times possible with a full frequency domain codebook, the codes were 
overlapped in a similar way to overlapped time domain codebooks (see 
section 3.4.5). In this case every second coefficient is interpolated and the 
codes overlap by s coefficients.
The qth code is then generated from the codebook V such that:
C^q\ i )  = V[q*s + i] 1 <i< M ,s even
d-qk i)  = C(q)( N - i )  M  < i< N   (4.11)
C(9 >(0) = 0
Thus for an overlap s=2 and ignoring the zero d.c. coefficient each 
sequence commences with the third sample (i.e. the second interpolated 
value) of the previous DFT code vector.
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The approximately interpolated coefficients were generated using two 
techniques:
LONG generates the codebook as a series of DFT.s of 512 point Gaussian 
sequences which are zero extended to 1024 samples to introduce 
interpolation. In this case, neither the interpolating function nor the 
circular convolution effects are exactly reproduced. However, the 
interpolated coefficients are similar to those required.
The second approximation, CONV, produces the codebook by 
interpolating a complex Gaussian sequence with a function of the form of 
equation (4.10). Here, the function is correct, but the required circular 
convolution is replaced by linear convolution. In practice, this was found 
to have little effect on the resulting codes. This is reasonable since, over 
the code lengths of interest, the Gaussian nature of the sequence will 
result in linear convolution closely approximating circular convolution. 
Codebooks generated using either technique require just 
(1024+40)*8=8512bytes (~8.3Kb) which is approximately l/40th of the 
full codebook size. This considerable reduction puts the codebook storage 
requirements within the capabilities of current DSP processors. Further, 
it would make the use of Frequency Domain searched CELP practical for 
mobile telephony.
Both overlapped codebooks were found to generate similar quality codes 
and examples are shown in Figure 4.3. The approximate nature of the 
codes can be seen from the equivalent time domain codes shown in the 
Figure. In particular, the codes are not exactly zero after the 40th sample 
as would be the case with a full frequency domain coder; the amplitude of 
these samples is, however, substantially reduced. This is important, since 
it ensures that the frequency domain codebook search corresponds closely 
with the time domain convolution approach. Substantial code energy
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a) Magnitude spectrum of a DFT code derived from codebook CONV.
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c) Magnitude spectrum of a DFT code derived from codebook LONG.
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d) Equivalent time domain code derived from codebook LONG.
Figure 4.3: Example DFT codes and the time domain equivalents as derived from 
overlapping DFT codebooks.
beyond the 40th sample would distort the MSE calculation and hence 
degrade the codebook search process.
In practice, the overlapped frequency domain codebook searched CELP 
was found to have similar performance to Time domain and Full 
Frequency domain CELP.
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4.4 R esu lts for O verlapped F requency D om ain  codebooks
Since frequency domain CELP is equivalent to time domain CELP, the 
output speech is intended to be synchronous and amplitude matched to 
the input waveform. This quality makes practical the use of the objective 
measures (SEGSNR, AV.SNR, CD), discussed in chapter 3.
Codebook Codebook LONG Codebook CONV Time Freq
Size OVERLAP OVERLAP CELP CELP
2 4 6 8 2 4 6 8
32 9.64 9.58 9.52 9.61 9.51 9.44 9.50 9.54 9.58 9.56
9.98 10.03 9.94 9.99 9.79 9.79 9.89 9.90 9.65 9.91
64 10.03 9.98 10.00 9.93 9.79 9.93 9.90 9.93 10.27 10.10
10.48 10.45 10.44 10.40 10.21 10.42 10.26 10.39 10.39 10.54
128 10.37 10.38 10.35 10.36 10.31 10.31 10.34 10.28 10.55 10.44
10.93 11.00 10.96 10.90 10.83 10.88 10.90 10.79 10.63 10.98
256 10.73 10.74 10.70 10.71 10.64 10.69 10.63 10.70 11.04 10.80
11.39 11.33 11.32 11.31 11.31 11.30 11.21 11.34 11.21 11.37
512 11.07 11.04 11.04 11.00 11.01 11.04 11.04 11.05 11.39 11.12
11.76 11.67 11.76 11.67 11.74 11.79 11.71 11.81 11.71 11.78
1024 11.34 11.35 11.34 11.31 11.38 11.31 11.32 11.32 11.78 11.47
12.15 12.06 12.01 12.03 12.15 12.01 12.08 12.08 12.06 12.08
A l l  R e s u l t s
SEG.SNR .m (dB)
AV.SNR
Table 4.2: Table of results from Overlapping Frequency Domain Codebooks CONV and 
LONG for various codebook sizes. All results were generated across 20 Harvard list 
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Figure 4.4: Bar C harts showing the results from (a) overlapped codebook LONG and (b)
overlapped codebook CONV. For reference results are also shown for Full Frequency
and Time domain CELP. All results were generated across 20 Harvard list sentences
spoken by mixed male/female speakers (Bath Speech Record 3).
Table 4.2 shows results of various overlapped codebook configurations 
when the coder is run  on the Bath Speech Database record 3. For 
comparison, results are also included for Time and Full Frequency 
Domain searched CELP. A selection of results from the table are shown 
in the bar charts of Figure 4.4. From Table 4.2 and Figure 4.4 it is 
evident tha t there is a small degradation in SEGSNR, resulting from the
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transformation of the CELP search to the frequency domain. This is 
caused by the minor differences between the two search processes noted 
previously. In listening tests the degradation was found to be 
insignificant.
The results for overlapped codebooks show that SEGSNR results for all 
levels of overlap, and both codebook types, are close to those of Full 
Frequency Domain CELP. For a codebook size of 1024 vectors (requiring 
~8 Kb) the overlapped codebook results are within 0 .2  dB of the full 
320Kb codebook. At this level of discrepancy, the SEGSNR measure 
becomes an impractical assessment technique and the only satisfactory 
method is full listening tests producing Mean Opinion Scores (see section 
3.6.2). It was not practical to perform such tests but informal listening 
tests suggest that there is no audible difference between the 
performances of overlapped and Full frequency domain codebooks.
Speech waveforms generated using the overlapped DFT codebook 
architecture are compared, in Figure 4.5, with speech from both full time 
and frequency domain searches. Again, from the waveforms, it is clear 
that very little distortion is generated by the overlapped DFT codebook 
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Figure 4.5: Coded speech waveforms from frequency domain CELP using an overlapped 
DFT codebook: (a) the input speech, (b) output speech using a DFT codebook overlap of 
2, (c) output of time domain CELP, (d) output speech using a DFT codebook overlap of 4, 
(e) output speech using a full frequency domain codebook. The results (c) and (e) are 
include for comparison purposes.
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4.5 DFT A nalysis o f  th e  LPC E xcitation
The Frequency Domain CELP architecture can be adapted to allow 
calculation of a 'pseudo-ideal' excitation vector for each sub-frame. This 
vector can be calculated by 'deconvolving' the gain adjusted code from the 
input speech vector, using the weighted synthesis filter impulse response. 
In the frequency domain, with some conditions, deconvolution becomes 
simple division of DFT vectors. Thus, for a given sub-frame, the DFT 
coefficients of the 'pseudo-ideal' excitation vector %Y&,)are calculated as:
, -X(*)- forO <k<N   (4.12)
H'(&)
where X(k) are the DFT coefficients representing the N -80  sample zero 
extended 40 sample input speech vector.
H'(k) are the DFT coefficients of the N=80 sample weighted inverse 
synthesis filter impulse response.
In time domain CELP, the speech is synthesised as the truncated result 
of the convolution of the excitation vector and the synthesis filter 
response. For deconvolution, the convolution result is represented by the 
40 samples of input speech, which can only represent a truncated 
convolution result. This 'ideal' convolution result can be considered as a 
rectangular windowed 40 sample sequence.
The windowing of the convolution result causes non-cardinal frequencies, 
present in the input speech, to make non-zero contributions to all X(k). 
The time domain 'pseudo-ideal' excitation, %'{n) = IDFT[x'(&)], will thus
produce a convolution result which is not identical to the input speech 
sub-frame. The error is characterised by a small variation between the 
series over the first ~ 1 0  samples, though the shape of the speech segment 
is substantially unaffected. A CELP architecture, using the 'pseudo-ideal'
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excitation, produces very high quality output speech, which is 
indistinguishable from the input.
Initially, the 'pseudo-ideal' excitation deconvolution appears to offer a low 
complexity CELP search technique: A codebook search could be 
performed on the 'pseudo-ideal excitation avoiding the high complexity 
convolution operations of standard CELP. However, the inclusion of the 
error weighting filter in CELP is essential to good code selection and it 
would also be necessary to include this filter in the 'pseudo-ideal' scheme, 
This results in the same search complexity as standard Frequency 
Domain CELP. The 'pseudo-ideal' excitation does, however, allow 
analysis of the characteristics of the optimum codebook vectors.
The most important 'pseudo-ideal' excitation DFT coefficients will be 
those corresponding to the maximum magnitude DFT coefficients in the 
input speech sub-frame. These will be at the input speech spectral peaks 
and will tend to be at the speech formants. Peaks will also be present 
among the low frequency coefficients representing the speech pitch 
content. Since there are only a limited number of significant formants it 
is interesting to discover how many coefficients of the excitation are 
significant. The coefficients representing the formants will, however, 
alter position across the speech record, requiring new coefficients to be 
selected for each sub-frame.
A limited sub-set of complex coefficients from corresponding to P
spectral peaks of X(k), were selected. These 'essential' coefficients thus 
track the positions of the formants in the speech. All other coefficients, 
including the d.c. component, were set to zero but conjugate symmetry is 
maintained by including each 'essential' coefficient's conjugate from %'(k). 
The windowing operations cause some unavoidable distortion, but this 
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Figure 4.6: Adapted frequency domain CELP architectures allowing ’essential' 
coefficient analysis, (a) retains the adaptive codebook search for pitch reproduction 
while (b) depends solely on the 'essential' coefficient excitation..
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The frequency domain CELP architecture was then adapted, as shown in 
Figure 4.6., with the excitation, %'L(n), being derived as IDFT of iC^k), the 
'essential' coefficient version of %'(k). No quantisation of gains or 
coefficients was performed since the aim is to discover the 'information 
level' required for the excitation.
Two sets of trials were performed, one with and one without an adaptive 
codebook search. When included, the adaptive codebook contribution is 
removed from the input speech vector X(k) prior to the peak analysis. In 
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Figure 4.7: Segmental and Average SNRs vs the number of 'essential' DFT 
coefficients in the innovation sequence. All measures taken across 20 male/female 
Harvard list sentences (Bath Speech Record 3).
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The pseudo-ideal' architecture was tested on Bath speech record 3 for 
5,8,10,15,20,25,30 and 35 peak coefficients. The output speech quality 
was measured using both SEGSNR and AV.SNR (see section 3.6.1). 
These results are shown in the graph of Figure 4.7. A further set of 
results using the Cepstral distance (CD) are shown in Figure 4.8. These 
results are of particular interest since the CD measures the spectral 
distortion of the LPC spectrum.
The graphs of Figure 4.7 shows that, in objective SEGSNR measure 
terms, just 5 (or - 8  when the adaptive codebook search is excluded) 
unquantised coefficients are required to reproduce speech of similar 
quality to CELP. It is interesting to note that Trancoso and Atal [3] also 
found that five coefficients are required in the SVD domain ( Is 5 
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Figure 4.8: Graph showing Cepstral Distance results against the number of 'essential' 
coefficients retained in the excitation sequence.
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The Cepstral distance results of Figure 4.8 are clearly very different from 
those of the other objective measures. They suggest that, when the 
adaptive codebook search is excluded, 2 0 + coefficients are required to 
equal CELP performance. Listening tests prove that this is not the case 
and this is clearly a situation where the frequency domain CD measure is 
an unreliable gauge of coder performance. This is due to the spectral 
distortion caused by the essential' coefficient technique.
It should be remembered that a quantised scheme would require a higher 
number of coefficients. This makes a low rate quantisation scheme 
impractical as the position, magnitude and phase of each coefficient 
would need to be encoded. Such a scheme could be regarded as a 
frequency domain analogue to multi-pulse coding. The major difference is 
that multi-pulse schemes have the advantage of coding a set of real 
values, whilst the ’essential" coefficients are complex. A number of 
conclusions can, however, be drawn from the result.
Firstly, a 5 coefficient representation of the excitation is substantially a 
harmonic waveform. Very little of the noisy CELP-type excitation will 
survive the 'essential' coefficient derivation. Since the 'essential' 
coefficients track the formants, this suggests that a coding scheme, which 
concentrates solely on exciting the LPC inverse filter at formants, may be 
successful. However the coding of coefficient position information is still 
'bit' thirsty; the encoding of the positions of just five 'essential' coefficients 
would require some 25 bits. Such a demand on bits contrasts with the 10  
bits required to code a CELP codebook entry.
The second conclusion which may be drawn relates to CELP coding 
schemes. The premise of CELP is that the excitation is best represented 
by a Gaussian source combined with a Long Term Predictor to introduce 
the pitch periodicity. However, the 'essential' coefficient scheme produces 
high quality speech without the need for either a pitch generator or a
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Figure 4.9: Distribution of the DFT coefficients chosen as 'essential' 
coefficients by m easuring the positions of the top ten spectral peaks in the 
input weighted speech.
Gaussian noise source. Thus the 'essential' coefficients m ust fulfil both
the roles of fixed and adaptive codebooks. So as to investigate the role of
the 'essential' coefficients further, the distribution of a scheme using ten
coefficients was considered. Over Bath Speech Record 3 the distribution
of the positions of chosen essential coefficients was then monitored,
producing the results of Figure 4.9.
The distribution shown in Figure 4.9 is significantly 'low pass' even with 
an adaptive codebook search (LTP) present in the coder. The two 
configurations produce closely related distributions which serve to 
confirm the overall results. Since the first five DFT coefficients will 
represent frequencies of pitch information, the LTP 'present' distribution 
suggests that there is a substantial pitch component which rem ains 
unrepresented by the adaptive codebook search.
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Beyond the first five coefficients, the distribution tails off gradually to a 
near-constant level between the 20th and 35th coefficients. The final five 
coefficients do not figure significantly in the spectral peak distribution. 
The second peak in the distribution probably corresponds with the first 
formant, showing its importance in the excitation. Other formants are, 
clearly, less important.
The skew of the distribution suggested that there may be a significant 
relationship between the coefficients chosen in each sub-frame. A further 
experiment was thus performed whereby a single set of coefficient 
positions ( those representing the first sub-frame in a frame) were chosen 
as representing all frames. The magnitude and phase components for this 
set of coefficients were then computed for each sub-frame.
A coder using such a scheme for ten coefficients produced SEGSNR and 
AV.SNR measures of 14.08dB and 14.58dB, respectively. Informal 
listening tests confirm these results and suggest that they are, perhaps, 
low. It is likely that the time domain measures are distorted by the slight 
slurring which is heard. This is due to the failure to precisely track the 
formants. While such a scheme would not make a practical coder, the 
results show that the CELP architecture still leaves significant 
redundancy in the excitation. Future coding schemes will exploit this to 
further reduce CELP bit rates.
4.6 C onclusions
This chapter has considered an alternative CELP architecture, which 
searches a fixed DFT codebook in the DFT domain. Such a scheme, 
transforms the convolutions of Time Domain CELP to multiplications of 
DFT vectors. However, the zero-padding, required to avoid circular
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convolution in the Time Domain, introduces interpolation of the DFT of 
each vector.
A full DFT domain codebook requires 320Kbytes of fixed memory, which 
is impractical for most mobile/portable environments. Two approximate, 
overlapped DFT codebooks were, thus, introduced which simulate the 
interpolation effects caused by zero-padding. These new techniques 
reduce the DFT codebook size to just 8.3Kbytes and were shown to 
produce no significant degradation when compared to Full DFT domain 
CELP. The new overlapped codebooks make DFT domain CELP 
equivalent to overlapped codebook, Time Domain CELP in terms of both 
computational complexity and fixed memory requirements.
A consequence of the DFT domain CELP architecture is that a 'pseudo- 
ideal' excitation can be deconvolved from the input speech vector. While 
this deconvolution offers no computational advantages for the CELP 
search, it does allow analysis of the characteristics desirable in the CELP 
excitation. In particular, it was shown that an excitation, consisting of 
just five 'essential' DFT coefficients, can produce synthesised speech of a 
similar quality to standard CELP. Even when a pitch predictor was 
included in the CELP search, the distribution of the 'essential' coefficients 
was shown to be significantly low-pass and there is, thus, significant 
inter-sub-frame redundancy. From these results, three conclusions, 
concerning CELP architectures, can be drawn:
• The adaptive codebook search, while producing adequate speech 
quality, represents a relatively low degree of the pitch and 
fundamental frequency information present in speech.
• A simple excitation represented by limited, but perceptually 
significant spectral information can produce high-quality synthesised 
speech.
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• Standard CELP coders fail to recognise and, hence, exploit the inter­
sub-frame redundancies exposed by DFT analysis of the excitation.
In future chapters of this thesis these conclusions are used to derive new,
improved coder architectures.
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C hapter 5: A n alysis  b y  S yn th esis  C oding w ith  
Im proved  P ercep tu a l Search
Standard Time Domain CELP uses a simple distortion measure, which is 
conveniently incorporated into the search as a weighted Mean Squared 
Error computation. The error weighting filter exploits the noise masking 
properties of the ear, by reducing noise in bands away from the formants. 
While this simple masking property is important, there are many other 
phenomena involved in the perception of speech. In the 1930s and 40s, 
many psychoacoustic experiments were performed [1], and these 
identified a number of key perceptual processes. These results have been 
confirmed in more recent, physiological, experiments [2 ].
This chapter considers analysis by synthesis coders, operating in both the 
time and frequency domain, which include a distortion measure based on 
the psycho-acoustic effects displayed by the ear. The aim of*the work is to 
improve the performance of CELP speech coders while not substantially 
altering the architecture.
5.1 A  p sych oacou stic  percep tual m easure
The perceptual measure described in this section is similar to the Bark 
Spectral Distortion (BSD) described by Wang and Gersho [3][4]. In the 
latter, the BSD was derived as a spectral, objective, measure for speech 
which would approximate subjective Mean Opinion Scores (MOS). An 
objective technique is desirable as MOS measures require substantial 
numbers of trained listeners, making them impractical for most speech 
research.
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For incorporation into the analysis by synthesis architecture a number of 
modifications are made to the BSD and further improvements are 
investigated. The latter exploit the results of [2] and make the measure 
map the physiology of the ear more closely. Before discussing the 
incorporation of the BSD into the CELP architectures, the BSD is 
discussed in some detail.
The BSD emulates several of the known auditory processing features of 
the human ear, namely:
• Frequency scale warping - performed by a Bark transformation.
• Unequal sensitivity of the ear to different frequencies.
• Non-linear subjective loudness of frequencies.
These perceptual effects are simulated by mathematical processes which 
lead to a description of a speech frame by a perceptually meaningful 
parameter vector. Two vectors representing an input and prospective 
coded frame can then be compared in a perceptual parameter space. This 
approach is different from most previous techniques in that the measure 
attempts to recreate the behaviour of the auditory nerve for each speech 
vector. Since only physically significant vectors are compared, the 
measure should match the auditory processes more realistically than 
previous objective measures [5].
The main processes of the BSD are shown in Figure 5.1. The first process 
is a standard DFT which is used to generate the power spectrum of the 
input frame |X(/*)|2. All further processes of the BSD calculation are
performed on this power spectrum or derivations of it.
While the phase of the speech is ignored by the power spectrum 
computation, drastic phase changes accompanied by magnitude spectrum 
changes will be detected. This is a phenomenon common to low-rate 
speech coders [4]. Experimental results [1] suggest that phase changes 
alter both the timbre and pitch clarity of sounds, so it is important that
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large phase changes do affect the measure. The lack of a complete phase 
analysis is, however, a possible area of weakness in the BSD measure.
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Figure 5.1: Description of processing blocks for Bark Spectrum computation.
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5.1.1 C ritical Band F ilter in g
The concept of Critical Bands was introduced by Fletcher [1]. The Critical 
Band model was detailed in the discussions on masking in section (2.2.6) 
of this thesis. Simply, critical bands form a model of the perception of 
sounds, when in the presence of interfering sound sources. Recent work
[2 ] has confirmed the critical band concept with physiological 
measurements of cat auditory nerves. These show that the tuning curves 
associated with auditory neurons are substantially similar to the psycho- 
acoustically measured Critical Bands.
It was clearly impractical to perform physiological experiments on the 
human auditory nerve. Thus, the filters used here were derived from the 
psychoacoustic experiments of Zwicker [6][7] whose work was developed 
by Sekey and Hanson [8] to produce the critical band filter function:-
This filter function is defined on the Bark scale such that all filter 
bandwidths are 1 Bark and the filters are then, initially, spaced a t 1 Bark 
intervals [6 ]. The Bark scale is related to frequency by the non-linear 
function:
Using this transformation the frequency response of a typical Critical 
Band filter function, centred at 1kHz can be derived, as shown in Figure
101og10F(6) = 7 -7 .5  (6  -  0.215) -
17.5[0.196 + (b -  0.215)2 ]" 2
(5.1)













Figure 5.2: A critical band filter function centred on lkH z.
One problem with the relationship of equation (5.2) is encountered when 
a bank of 1 Bark spaced filters is constructed - the filters do not cover the 
required bandwidth efficiently. For convenience, the relationship is thus 
modified such that:
f  = 600sinh((6 + 0.5)/6)  (5.3)
This is permissible since the precise positioning of the critical band filters 
is unimportant [8 ]. The rate of addition of the filters is the essential 
characteristic of the critical band filter bank and this simple modification 
ensures that all frequencies within the telephone bandwidth are within 
the 3dB bandwidth of one of the critical band filters.
The centre frequencies of the 1 Bark spaced critical band filter bank are 





































Table 5.1: The Centre Frequencies and Bandwidths of the Critical Band Filters.
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Figure 5.3: One Bark spaced critical band filter bank.
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There are thus fifteen filters spanning the 0 to 4kHz bandwidth. While 
the filter functions could be converted to the linear frequency domain, it 
is more convenient to perform the Critical Band filtering in the Bark 
domain. Since the critical band filters are uniform in the Bark domain 
the process can then be considered as a shifting process, whereby each 
filter output is generated by shifting the 1 Bark filter through the Bark 
domain speech spectrum. Using this idea, the filtering operation can be 
considered as a convolution in the Bark domain such that:
IXi) = F(i)*Y(i) fo ri = 1,2 , . . . . ,AT  (5.4)
where N  is the number of critical band filters ( 15 for 1 Bark spacing), 
and F(i) and Y(i) are the Bark domain filter and speech spectra, 
respectively.
Bladon [9] describes D(i) as the 'excitation pattern' resulting from the 
auditory nerve. This result is similar to the excitation computed in [2] by 
FIR filtering through the measured cats auditory nerve response.
In practice, the calculation of 5.4 is performed by translating the required 
Bark points back to the linear frequency domain. Hence:
Y(i) = X(600sinh((i + 0.5)/6))) fo ri = 1,2 , ,N  .............. (5.5)
where X() is the previously derived speech power spectrum.
The required points can be predetermined so as to speed up this 
calculation. As suggested by Hermansky [10], each filter is calculated 
within a Bark range of -2.5 to 1.3 Barks.
Following the filtering operation the spectrum of the input speech has 
been smoothed by the critical band functions, resulting in a downsampled 
parameter vector. However, it is still necessary to include some other non- 
linearities of the auditory process.
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5.1.2 Perceptual Weighting of the ear.
It is well known that the ear does not perceive all tones of a given actual 
intensity to be equally loud. For example a 1 0 0Hz tone may need to be 
35dB more intense than a 1kHz tone to be perceived as being equally 
loud. Complete curves of equal loudness were determined in [11] and are 
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Figure 5.4: Curves of equal loudness for the human ear (after [11])
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Each curve, of Figure 5.4, shows how the perceived intensity varies with 
frequency for given sound intensities, measured as Sound Pressure Level 
(SPL). The curves allow the 'phon' to be defined as the intensity of a 1kHz 
tone which would be perceived as being equally loud to a given tone.
It is thus necessary to alter the Bark vector to account for the equal 
loudness curves. This is performed over the region of interest (telephone 
speech @ 300-3400Hz, 40-80dB) by a bilinear pre-emphasis filter defined 
by:
H(z) = (2.6 + z"1)/(1.6 + z '1)  (5.6)
This operation is performed in the Bark domain, by calculating values for 
this filter at the Bark domain filter positions. This reduces the complexity 
of this process and contrasts with Wangs approach [4]. Hence the 
compensated Bark vector P (i), in Phons, is derived as:
P(i) = IXi)HCi) fori = l,2,....,iV  (5.7)
5.1.3 Subjective L oudness
The final adjustment of the process is for subjective loudness. The human 
ear does not perceive quiet tones and loud tones linearly. The Bark 
vector, P(£), is thus converted from Phons to Sones. The Sone scale is a 
true perceptual scale of loudness, which is divided into two sections 
around a threshold of 40dB. The definition of a Sone is a doubling of 
perceptual loudness' and the conversion is performed by the curve of 
Figure 5.5 and the following equation:
L  = 2(p_40)/1° forP>  40 , r o .
2fi42  (5-8)
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Figure 5.5: Psychophysical scale of loudness - conversion of phons to sones.
Unfortunately, this equation requires a knowledge of the 40dB point for 
the current speech record when played to the listener. Clearly this is 
impractical, and an assumption is necessary. Wang [4] states that 
telephone speech averages 78dB and seldom falls 35dB below this 
average. Thus the second part of equation 5.8, corresponding to the upper 
section of the curve of Figure 5.5 is used exclusively. The final processed 
Bark vector, L(i) ,now becomes:
L(i) = 2(p(i)“40)/10 fori = 1,2 , N   (5.9)
5.1.4 Bark Spectral D istortion  M easure
Following the adjustments and calculations of the previous sections the 
critical band filtering process results in a vector, L(i), in Sones, 
representing the output of each of the Critical Bands. This vector can now 
be compared with a second vector so as to produce a measure of the 
spectral distortion (or distance) between the vectors.
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Figure 5.6: The Time Domain CELP architecture adapted to use a mixed 
BSD/MSE search. The BSD is used for the fixed codebook search and the MSE 
retained for the adaptive codebook.
The Bark Spectral Distortion measure is defined as:
N




N - the number of Critical Band filters.
iS® (i) - Bark spectrum of the kth segment of the input speech
(i) - Bark spectrum of the kth segment of the prototype speech
The BSD will thus be minimised for vectors which are close, when 
compared in the Bark domain.
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5.2 The Incorporation of the BSD into Time Domain CELP
The incorporation of the BSD into the standard Time Domain CELP 
architecture discussed in chapter 3 is, superficially, simply the direct 
replacement of the MSE calculation with the BSD. However, 
requirements placed upon the BSD computation lead to a number of 
significant changes to the codebook search process.
Throughout the following discussion, the adaptive codebook search is 
retained and performed using the standard MSE search process. A sub- 
frame length of 40 with 4 sub-frames per frame is also retained from the 
coder structures discussed in the previous chapters. The architecture of 
the mixed MSE/BSD time domain CELP coder is shown in Figure 5.6. 
Since the BSD depends on the initial calculation of a DFT spectra, it is 
necessary to avoid spectral splatter by windowing the time samples. 
Further, the window must be greater than a single sub-frame in length so 
as to fully represent pitch dynamics in the Bark spectrum. So as to cater 
for the majority of pitch periods, ( ranging from 16 to 147 samples in 
8 kHz sampled speech) the window length is set to 120 samples and 
positioned so as to contain 60 samples from the history of the input vector 
and 60 new samples from the current and future sub-frame. This gives a 
true Bark spectral representation for the current sub-frame and avoids 
discontinuities caused by taking too short a sample record. The choice of 
120 samples also allows efficient computation of the DFT, by use of a 128 
point FFT, on a sequence with minimal zero padding.
For the BSD computation, two Bark spectra are required; one to 
represent the unweighted input speech and the second to represent the 
candidate vector generated from the codebook search. The construction of 
these two vectors in the time domain is now considered.
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5.2.1 Construction of input speech vector, x(n)
The input speech vector x(n) is, simply, constructed from the unweighted 
input speech. Note that throughout the preparation of vectors for BSD 
calculation the LPC filters are unweighted; the perceptual weighting 
operation, required by the standard MSE search procedures, is replaced 
by the perceptually meaningful BSD computation.
The unweighted input speech vector, x(ri), is windowed by a Hamming 
window, centred on the beginning of the current sub-frame. The 
windowing operation is described by:
x(ri) = s i(M -6 0  + n)w(n) for n -  0,1,2,...119 ............ (5.11)
where jc(n) is the prepared vector
w(n) is a 120 point Hamming window
S[(n) is the input speech and M  is the first sample of the current 
sub-frame
5.2.2 Construction of candidate synthesized vector y(n).
The calculation of y(n) is more complex than that of x{n) due to the 
obvious lack of 'future' synthesized speech samples. Further, the essential 
retention of the adaptive codebook means that its contribution to the 
synthesized speech must be considered in the fixed codebook search. The 
first section of the vector is unaffected by either of these constraints, and 
is constructed from the previous 60 synthesized samples sr(n) These are 
positioned in y(n) such that:
y(n) = sr (M -6 0  + n)w(n) for n = 0,1,2,...59............ (5.12)
It is also useful to precalculate a second vector, s'fCn), to be used for the 
MSE gain calculation in the fixed codebook search. This 'pseudo' vector is
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calculated by subtracting the zero vector synthesis filter response and the 
adaptive codebook contribution from the input speech. Thus:
s-(n) = Si(M + n)~ z(n) -  %acft° (n )  (5.13)
finwhere %a and a (n) are the adaptive codebook gain, and an extended 60
sample adaptive codebook contribution, respectively. The extended 
adaptive codebook contribution is produced by adding further samples 
from the codebook history to the chosen 40 point vector. In equation 
(5.13), z(n) represents the inverse LPC filters response to a zero vector. 
The BSD search is now performed with the search loop containing the 
minimum of calculations. First, the synthesis filter response to each 
codebook vector (ra)is computed:
10
Sn(rc) = c^°(/i)+ Y a (k )sp (n -k )
Q £l   (5-14>
for n = 0,1,....59
where a(k) are the computed LPC coefficients for the current frame. Note 
that the synthesis filter has unweighted coefficients, as before, and that 
the code vector, although 40 samples long, is zero padded to facilitate the 
synthesis filter 'ringing'. These extra samples are effectively a 
representation of the next sub-frame, assuming its samples to be 
identically zero. This is clearly an approximation but, since future 
samples are never available it is a reasonable compromise. In practice, 
the technique was found to give good results.
The results of equations (5.13) and (5.14) can now be used to calculate the 
fixed codebook gain, both for possible transmission and correct 
construction of y(n).
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This calculation is performed over 40 samples since the code will only 
represent 40 samples in the synthesised speech. The extra 2 0  samples are 
only used for the final construction of y(n) which is performed as:
y (n + 60) = {xfSp (n ) + z(n ) + %aa60 (n))w(n + 60)
for 7i = 0 ,l ,...... 59
The last half of the 120 sample Hamming window w(n) is also applied to 
complete the windowing operation. Thus equations (5.12) and (5.16) fully 
describe the prepared vector y(n), n=0,l,...119.
Both x(n) and y(n) are then passed to the BSD calculation described 
previously. The BSD uses 128 point FFTs to compute the magnitude 
spectra of the two vectors x(n) and y(n) and the resulting Bark spectra are 
then compared according to equation (5.10) to produce a measure of 
distortion between the two input vectors. The search is continued for all q 
(i.e. a codebook length of 1024 vectors) and the vector (n ) minimising
the BSD computation of (5.10) is chosen to represent the current sub- 
frame. The CELP process then continues for the following subframes as 
described in section (3.4.3).
Although the process described achieves the integration of the BSD into a 
CELP architecture, it is clearly non-ideal with the necessity of 
transforming vectors to the DFT domain for each codebook vector. The
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following section considers the introduction of the fixed codebook BSD 
search into a Frequency Domain CELP architecture.
5.3 In corporation  o f  th e  BSD in to  F requ en cy  D om ain  CELP
Since the BSD requires calculation of the DFT of each candidate vector, 
the use of a frequency domain search for the adaptive codebook remains 
impractical for a real-time speech coder. The adaptive codebook search is 
,thus, again retained as a time domain operation.
The major problem associated with incorporation of the BSD is the 
production of the windowed synthesised speech vector, y(ri) (and its DFT 
Y(k)), consisting of samples from the previous, present and future 
synthesised sub-frames. In the time domain this combination of vectors is 
performed by addition and concatenation, but in the DFT domain 
concatenation of equivalent time domain vectors is more complex. There 
are, however, computational advantages of a wholly frequency domain 
solution, namely that the DFT count is substantially reduced by holding 
the fixed codebook in the DFT domain.
The chosen solution to the concatenation problem exploits the zero 
padding of vectors which is already performed in the frequency domain 
coder (see section 4.3.2). For the BSD search, each DFT is set to have a 
length equivalent to the window length, which for convenience is set to 
160 samples ( this maintains compatibility with the initial frequency 
domain coder by simply doubling the transform length). Each 40 sample 
time domain sequence is, thus, zero padded to 160 samples.
The zero padding operation is further exploited to position the vectors for 
concatenation. The previous' vector samples nominally occupy the first 80 
samples of the time domain window and these are transformed after the 
standard zero extension operation. The present sub-frame samples are,
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however, the result of a convolution operation and will normally, also 
occupy the first 80 samples of the equivalent time domain vector. A 
characteristic of the zero padding operation is, thus, used to time shift the 
convolution result to the second 80 samples. Conveniently, this can be 
performed by negating the odd numbered coefficients of the 160 point 
transform. The two positioned vectors can then be concatenated by 
addition in the DFT domain.
The full incorporation of the BSD into the frequency domain coder is now 
considered.
5.3.1 Codebook search preparation and computation o f X(k)
The preparation for the codebook search consists of the calculation of the 
160 point transforms of the input speech vector, x(n), and the unweighted 
LPC synthesis filter's truncated impulse response, h(n). The vector x(n) is 
similar to that defined in equation (5.11), and h(n) is zero padded from 40 
to 160 samples. Hence the two series and their DFTs are:
x(n) = S( (M  -  80 + n)w160 (n) for n = 20,21,......139
= 0 for n < 20, n > 139
X(Jfe) = DFT[*(jt)] ............
H(&) = DFT[/i(ra)] for n,k  = 0,1,2,...159
In this case w160(n) describes a 160 sample Hamming window.
5.3.2 Computation of Y(k)
As for the time domain BSD coder, it is useful to produce a pseudo vector, 
s'fn), consisting of the input speech after removal of the zero vector 
response and adaptive codebook contributions. This is simply the 160 
point DFT of the time domain vector described by equation (5.13).
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Thus:
si in) -  Si (M  + n) -  z(n) -  Xaa 40 (re)
for n = 0,1,....39 (5.18)
s/(ra) = 0 for n = 40,41,... 159
S'i(k) = DFT[s/(ti)] for n,k = 0 , 1,2 ,... 159
Since the initial samples of the time domain vector come from the 
previous two sub-frames, it is also possible to pre-construct part of the 
synthesised candidate vector. Further, the second half of this vector will 
consist partly of the zero filter response and the adaptive codebook 
contribution. Thus, part of Y(k)f which we will define as Y(k)can  be 
defined as:
y'(n) = sr (M -8 0  + n) for n = 20,21,...79
y'(ri) = z(7i-80) + %oa 6°(n -8 0 )  for n = 80,81,82,...139
(5.19)
y \ i i ) -  0 for n < 20, n > 139
Y'(k) = DFTty'(/i)] for n,k  = 0 , 1,2 ,... 159
The codebook search procedure then proceeds for each DFT fixed 
codebook entry Cq(k) (A standard codebook of 1024 vectors was used). 
Throughout the search procedure the DFTs are the full window length of 
160 samples. Thus, each codebook DFT vector Cq(k) represents a time 
series zero extended from 40 to 160 samples. The inverse filtered 
codebook vector is produced by multiplication in the DFT domain such 
that:
FOfe) = Cq(fc)H(Jfe) for k = 0 ,1, 2 ,. . .  159  (5.20)
The gain term Xf for the current code vector can then be calculated using 
the DFT domain MSE gain calculation described in section (4.1.4). It is
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this calculation that uses the preprepared vector S’j(k) prepared in 
equation (5.18):
159
Real ] T s f  (A0F(A>)
   (5.21)
2
k=0
The result of equation (5.20) is now phase shifted, using the technique 
described earlier, such that the results of the equivalent time domain 
convolution occupy the second half of the window. This is achieved by the 
minor alteration to F(k):
F(k) = -F(k) for k odd ^
unchanged for k even
Combining the result of equations (5.21), (5.22) and the preprepared Y(k) 
from equation (5.19), the candidate synthesised vector for the BSD 
computation can be computed as:
Y(k) = (xS9 )F («  + Y '(«)®  W(A)
fo rk  = 0,1,2,. ..159...................... (5.23)
(® indicates circular convolution)
In (5.23) W(k) is the DFT of the 160 point Hamming window w160(n). The 
Hamming window is defined in the discrete frequency domain by just 
three non-zero coefficients. These are at -1,0,1 and have values of 
-0.23,0.54,-0.23 respectively. The circular convolution operation in 
equation (5.23) can thus be reduced to a weighted addition of the original 
and two shifted versions of the bracketed series.
Finally, the BSD measure is performed as described in section (5.1), 
excepting the requirement to calculate the DFTs of the input sequences.
y(Q) -X f - k=0159
±\F(k)\
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Also, for the DFT domain search, all BSD computations take place on 160 
point transforms.
5.4 C om parison o f  MSE and BSD search es.
Figures (5.7) and (5.8), show the values of the MSE and BSD measures 
for identical codebooks for searches of three sub-frames. The MSE search 
results are for the maximisation of the expression of equation (3.37) 
discussed in chapter 3. Thus, in comparing the search processes it should 
be noted that the MSE search seeks to maximise the error term, while the 
BSD search is a minimisation process. It is also clear, from the graphs, 
that the range of the MSE and BSD calculations are significantly 
different. These search comparisons show that the codes chosen using the 
BSD are unrelated to those chosen by an MSE search. In fact, the codes 
chosen by one search technique generally do not score highly using the 
other measure.
The search results contrast with informal listening tests that suggest that 
for many speakers the BSD gives preferable speech quality over the 
normal MSE search. Full objective measure results for the BSD CELP 
schemes are considered in the next section.
In complexity terms, BSD searched, time domain CELP requires some 
eight times as many multiplication operations as a standard MSE search. 
Exact complexity figures are difficult to determine due to the power law 
operation included in the computation of the BSD, but, it is clear that 
real-time implementation of BSD searched CELP would currently be 
impractical. Future increases in processor power should, however, make 
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of (a) MSE and (b) BSD search results. Note th a t the BSD 



















Figure 5.8: Comparison of (a) MSE and (b) BSD search results. Note th a t the BSD 
search selects the code with the lowest BSD, while the MSE search selects the code with 
the highest value.
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5.5 R esu lts o f Tim e and F req u en cy  D om ain  BSD CELP
Bark domain searched CELP would not be expected to produce good 
results for the time domain objective measures described in section 
(3.6.1). However, the Cepstral Distance measure compares the smoothed 
spectra of the input and synthesised speech and could be expected to give 
meaningful results for Bark domain coding.
Results for all of the objective measures are shown in the bar charts of 
Figure 5.9. For comparison, typical Time Domain CELP results are also 
shown on each chart and, unsurprisingly, the two sets of SNR results 
indicate that Time Domain CELP significantly outperforms the BSD 
CELP. Time Domain CELP minimises the time variance between the 
input and synthesised speech vectors while the Bark domain search 
matches the speech spectra. Thus, the time-domain objective measure 
results are, effectively, confirming the search techniques used by each 
coder.
The CD measure indicates that the Bark coded speech has a better 
spectral match than the standard Time-Domain CELP. However, since 
the range of CD measures is low these margins, alone, should not be 
considered significant.
Finally, it is noted that for all results, bar one, the Time-Domain Bark 
searched CELP architecture out-performs that searched in the Frequency 
domain. The margin is small, but possible reasons are the extended DFT 
and window lengths used.
Informal subjective listening tests suggest that the Bark coded speech is 
superior to Time-Domain CELP for most speakers. Bark coded speech 
tends to sound more natural and less harsh than standard CELP 
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Figure 5.9: Objective Measure results for Bark domain searched CELP coding, (a) 
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of standard MMSE CELP output (a) and th a t of the BSD 
search CELP coder (c). For reference the input speech (the word 'oak') is also shown (b).
5.6 R educed  sp ac in g  of B a rk  dom ain  f ilte rs
In the previous sections, for both time and frequency domain 
configurations, the critical band filter functions were spaced a t 1 Bark 
intervals. While this interval, gives adequate coverage across the speech 
bandwidth, the ear would actually have many more 'effective' critical 
band filters spaced along the basilar membrane. In the paper by Jenison 
et al. [2] which considers a cat ear, 128 auditory nerve fibre channels are 
used. In these terms, the sixteen filters cannot be a very realistic model of 
the perceptual behaviour of the ear. However, the calculation complexity
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of the critical band filtering is high, making the use of 128 filters 
impractical. This is especially true if the BSD were to be used as a real­
time search measure. However, in simulation it was possible to consider 
an increased filter density and, for simplicity, two cases were considered:
1 . The number of critical band filters was doubled such that the filters 
are 1/2 Bark spaced across the speech bandwidth. This gives a total of 
31 filters.
2 . The number of critical band filters was quadrupled such that the 
filters are 1/4 Bark spaced. This results in a total of 61 filters covering 
the 4kHz bandwidth.
These changes are simply applied to the coders by altering the 
convolution operation of equation (5.4), such that the sampled sequences 
D(i), F (i) and Y(i) are sampled at 1/2 and 1/4 Bark intervals. In practice, 
this means that there is a doubling and quadrupling of the effective 
'sampling rate' of each Critical Band filter function.
With the increased number of filter results, the BSD is computed over an 
increased number of points, such that the BSD computation, described by 
equation (5.10), becomes:
_ 2
X- ,  -x ' y
31
(5.24)BSD® = ]T L® (i) -  L® (i)
i=l




BSD® = £  L® (i) -  L® (/) 
1 =  1
in the 1/4 Bark case. The result of these changes is an overall increase in 
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Figure 5.11: Bar charts showing the Objective performance of BSD CELP using 1, 
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Figure 5.12: Waveforms of input speech (a) coded using a Time Domain CELP coder 
employing (b) a 1 Bark filter spacing BSD measure, (c) a 1/2 Bark filter spacing BSD 
measure and (d) a 1/4 Bark filter spacing BSD. m easure.
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The improved coders were used to encode Bath Speech Record 3. The time 
domain measures resulting are shown in the bar charts of Figure 5.11. 
These show that there is little objective difference between the speech 
coded with 1 Bark filters and that coded with the improved resolution. 
The CD measure, however, suggests that BSD CELP achieves an 
increased level of spectral matching than standard Time Domain CELP 
and that this improves with increased Critical Band filter density. 
Informal listening tests confirm this result: The increase in resolution to 
1/2 Bark makes the coded speech sound more natural, with a further 
slight improvement on the increase to 1/4 Bark spacing. Figure 5.12 
shows a comparison between speech coded with 1 Bark, 1/2 Bark and 1/4 
Bark filters.
The waveforms show that the increase in resolution of the BSD improves 
the detail of the coded speech. This corresponds with the audible 
improvement.
5.7 T he BSD as an O bjective m easure
Since the BSD is a perceptually meaningful comparison of two speech 
waveforms it can be used in a stand-alone mode as an objective measure 
of coder performance. For objective measure calculations the BSD is 
computed on a frame-by-frame basis and a mean taken over the speech 
record. This is a similar approach to that used for the other measures, 
described in chapter 2 .
A further complication in the use of the BSD as a measure is described by 
Wang [4], The BSD is inherently dependent on absolute values of the 
speech waveform. Thus the sensitivities of A/D converters in the original 
sampling processes will alter BSD results.
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The BSD is therefore normalised by dividing by the average Bark energy 
in the signal:
N  2
EBark = A v e ^ [ ^ )(i)\  (5.26)
k  i=  1
Thus the normalised BSD measure becomes:
2
AyeX  fr/*>( i ) -L (*) (i)
k  i = 1BSDn  = -----^ ................................  ............(5.27)
K Bark
Wang [4] recommends the use of a segment/frame length of 80 samples, 
however in the following results both 160 sample and 80 length windows 
are used. These correspond directly with BSD computations performed in 
the Time and Frequency Domain BSD search coders respectively.
Since the BSD is a spectral measure, similar in nature to the CD, a test 
on its performance was made using the 'essential' coefficient coder results 
from section (4.5). These introduce an increasing degree of spectral 
distortion as the number of coefficients is reduced. When a high number 
of 'essential' coefficients are retained the coder produces exceptionally 
high speech quality. Results for the BSD on these coder records are 
shown in Figure 5.13 and are directly comparable with those for the other 
objective measures shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.11.
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Figure 5.13: Results for the BSD (window length 80) measure on speech records 
generated by the ’essential’ coefficient coder described in section (4.5).
These curves confirm the previous results that just 5 coefficients need be 
used to better the performance of Time Domain CELP in the 'essential' 
coefficient coder architecture.
A further set of BSD measure results were computed for the various Time 
Domain BSD search records. Results for these and comparative 
overlapped codebook Frequency domain CELP architectures (see section 
(4.4)) are shown in the bar chart of Figure 5.14.
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1 BARK 1/2 BARK 1/4 BARK OVERLAP2 OVERLAP4 
Coder Type
BSD Calculation using 80 sample window 
BSD Calculation using 160 sample window
Figure 5.14: Results of the BSD objective measure for BSD searched CELP using 1, 1/2, 
and 1/4 Bark filter spacings. For comparison Overlapped Frequency domain CELP 
results with overlaps of 2 and 4 are also shown.
From the bar chart it can be seen tha t the length 80 and length 160 
windows give similar results and the Bark domain search is seen to out­
perform the standard MSE Frequency Domain CELP coders. It can also 
be seen tha t the 1/2 and 1/4 Bark searches show progressively reducing 
BSD measures. This contrasts with the SEGSNR and AV.SNR objective 
m easures tha t suggest a deteriorating performance with increased Bark 
resolution, but confirms the results of the CD, discussed previously.
5.8 C onclusions
Standard CELP searches include primitive perceptual effects by the use 
of a weighting filter; this chapter has considered a CELP search including 
a more complex and realistic perceptual measure. The BSD was 
incorporated into both Time Domain and DFT Domain searched CELP 
architectures. The latter offer a more efficient computation by avoiding 
the necessity for DFT transformations of each convolved code vector.
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While SEGSNR and AV.SNR objective measures were shown to produce 
invalid results for BSD CELP coded speech, the Cepstral Distance 
measure indicates that BSD searched CELP produces speech of a higher 
perceptual quality than MSE searched CELP. These results were 
confirmed in informal listening tests, which suggest that BSD coded 
speech sounds less harsh and more mellow than that produced by 
standard MSE CELP schemes.
Further improvements to speech quality were produced by increasing the 
number of Critical Band filters used in the BSD computation. The use of 
more filters, covering the same speech bandwidth, takes the BSD model 
closer to the ’ideal' perceptual model of the auditory system and speech 
coded with the increased resolution measure was found to have an 
improved degree of naturalness.
The use of the BSD as a perceptually meaningful, objective measure was 
also considered. By use of previously coded speech it was shown that the 
BSD measure performs well for spectrally distorted speech. The BSD was 
also used to confirm the results of BSD CELP coded speech. In general, 
the BSD appears to track human perception more reliably than previous 
objective measures.
In summary, the BSD is a perceptually meaningful, speech measure 
which can be used to improve the perceived quality of CELP speech 
coders. This extends the principles of perceptual weighting included in 
the standard CELP coder. At the expense of further increases in 
computational complexity, the BSD can be improved by increasing 
Critical Band filter density. This makes the BSD a closer approximation 
to the human auditory processes and produces further improvements in 
the perceived quality of the coded speech.
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C hapter 6: P rototyp e W aveform  C oding
The speech coders discussed in the previous chapters of this thesis have 
not made a distinction between voiced and unvoiced speech frames. The 
coding of voiced speech requires a periodic excitation source (provided in 
CELP by the pitch predictor) which remained when unvoiced sections of 
the speech were coded. In sub 3.4 kbit/s coding, where transmission bits 
are at a premium, it is desirable to code the pitch information only during 
voiced frames. A more appropriate excitation source, than a gaussian 
codebook, would also be desirable for these frames. This chapter 
addresses these problems by using a new prototype waveform 
architecture for voiced frames, while retaining a CELP algorithm for 
unvoiced frames.
For voiced frames a single residual prototype' is selected to represent a 
voiced section of 25ms. The prototype is a small sample segment which is 
repeated to form the excitation for the whole speech frame. Prototypes are 
interpolated across the frame to provide a smooth amplitude and 
harmonic behaviour. Two coding schemes for the prototypes are 
discussed; a pitch harmonic / sub-band scheme operating in the DFT 
domain, and a codebook based time domain technique. Unvoiced frames 
are coded using a standard CELP architecture excluding the Adaptive 
Codebook search. The overall bit rate using either of the voiced frame 
coding algorithms is shown to be sub 3.2kbit/s for good communications 
quality speech.
Figure 6 .1  shows the architecture of the voiced frame coder, and the 
elements of this coder are now discussed. Following the discussion of the 
prototype coder, the combination of this technique with a CELP coder, to 
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(b) Prototype Waveform Receiver Structure
Figure 6.1: The Prototype waveform encoding technique for voiced speech 
frames.
6.2
6.1 P itch  D eterm ination .
The derivation of pitch synchronous residual prototypes from the input 
speech requires a reliable method of pitch determination. While the LTP 
techniques, considered previously, have been suitable for operation in a 
CELP type architecture, the technique used here operates open-loop on 
the input speech.
Pitch determination was an important part of the early speech vocoders 
and the technique described here is a progression of the technique 
developed by Rabiner et. al. [1][2] in hardware. The algorithm can be 
summarised as :
1. Filter the input speech signal using a 65 tap lowpass FIR filter with a 
900Hz 3dB cut-off frequency.
2 . A 300 (37.5ms) sample section centred on the current 200 sample 
(25ms) frame is selected. Note this results in the pitch processing 
frames overlapping by 50 samples (8 ms)
3. The maximum amplitude encountered at both of the 100 sample end 
segments is calculated and a clipping level of 80% of the minimum of 
these two values is set.
4. Using the clipping level the section of speech is centre clipped
5. The autocorrelation function of this centre-clipped signal is calculated 
for the range of expected pitch values (16 - 147) and the point of the 
maximum autocorrelation is considered to indicate the pitch value for 
the segment.
6 . The maximum autocorrelation is the normalised to the zeroth 
autocorrelation value to give a voiced unvoiced decision. If the 
normalised value exceeds 0.28 the frame is declared voiced.
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Figure 6.2: The operation of the pitch determination algorithm on a male voiced 
speech segment. The input speech (a) is low pass filtered (b) and then centre clipped 
(c). The lag corresponding to the maximum autocorrelation of (c) is then declared the 
pitch of the speech segment (d).
Figure 6 .2  shows the basic stages of the algorithm as performed on a 
section of male voiced speech, and while the details of this algorithm are 
discussed fully in [1][2 ], a number of points merit clarification.
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The centre clipping operation ( Fig 6 .2  (b) ), and the choice of a clipping 
level, are performed such that the pitch decision is not distorted by 
transitional events. These events could be extraneous peaks in the 
autocorrelation calculations and fast amplitude changes in the input 
speech. The distortion is prevented by taking the minimum of the two end 
segment maxima and clipping to the 80% level. This level was chosen 
after experimentation by the author.
The voiced/unvoiced threshold (0.28) is based on that of Rabiner [1] but 
reduced slightly to weight the decision in favour of voiced frames. This 
bias was considered preferable, since a voiced frame coded using a 
gaussian excitation model is likely to produce more unpleasant auditory 
distortion than an unvoiced frame with added periodicity. The use of the 
voiced/unvoiced decision will be considered further in section 6.7.
6.2 P rototype E xtraction .
The prototype extraction technique can be divided into three distinct 
processes:
• Interpolate the input speech frame.
• Extract a prototype from the input speech.
• Calculate the residual prototype' by LPC analysis.
The technique is further described in the block diagram of Figure 6.3 and 
each process is now detailed.
6.2.1 In terpolation
Extraction of a prototype from a given voiced frame is performed using a 
Least Squares Error calculation between a concatenated repeated 
prototype and the input speech frame. The calculation is performed for all 
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Figure 6.3: Block Diagram describing the selection of a prototype from the input 
speech frame by Least Square Error calculation.
purpose, the input speech is interpolated by a factor of 10 giving an 
effective sampling rate of 80kHz.
6.6
The interpolation process is performed by up sampling the input speech 
by a factor of 10 (inserting nine zero samples between each 8kHz sample) 
and then bandpass filtering through an interpolation filter [3]. The ideal 
characteristic of this filter is described by
.(6 . 1)sin(7ifc/L) , . ... . 0h ( k )  =  ——— , k  =  0 ,± 1 ,± 2 , . . . .
Tck /  L
For a practical implementation of such a filter the ideal filter 
characteristic m ust be windowed and a suitable window for speech is a 
Hamming window [3]. For practicality it was necessary to lim it the 
number of filter coefficients to 641 resulting in the impulse and frequency 
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Figure 6.4: (a) Impulse response of 641 coefficient interpolating filter and (b) its 
spectral shape.
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Due to the nature of the initial up sampling the interpolating filter lends 
itself to a polyphase implementation whereby only one tenth of the filter 
tap multipliers need be considered for a given filter output sample. This 
structure can be efficiently implemented [3].
One difficulty with the interpolation process is that there is an inherent 
group delay of 32 samples (at 8 kHz). Without compensation this would 
result in prototypes being derived from five sixths of the current frame 
and one sixth of the previous frame. This was considered undesirable and 
the interpolation filter input is thus taken 32 samples ahead of the start 
of the current frame. This results in a full, interpolated version of the 
current frame being available for prototype extraction.
6.2.2 Prototype Derivation
Prototypes are derived from the interpolated frame by extracting x 
samples from a point start in the interpolated frame. The prototype is 
sampled at the 8kHz rate such tha t the prototypes p(n) are defined as:
p(n) = st (start+ n* 1 0 ) n = 1, ,x ..............(6 .2 )
This pitch period prototype' is then repeated to a frame length Lf (in this
case 2 0 0  samples) to produce an 'extended prototype frame':
( f  start  ^ ^p f (n) = p\ + n modx n = 1,.....,L , ..............(6.3)
vv 10 y
The prototypes within the prototype frame are arranged to be
synchronous with the base prototype in terms of its frame position. The 
process is described graphically in Figure 6.5 The mean square error Ep
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Figure 6.5: The extraction of a prototype (b) from an input voiced speech frame (a) 
and the synchronous repetition of the prototype to form an extended prototype frame 
(c). The mean square error calculation is then performed between the input speech 
frame and the derived prototype frame.
This calculation is repeated for all possible prototype starting points 
(between 0 and Lf - x )  and the prototype minimising the value of Ep is
chosen as the prototype to represent the current voiced frame. A gain 
adjustment was also included in the prototype extraction process since in 
certain frames it was found that a low amplitude prototype was 
sometimes chosen. This is partly due to the frames not being synchronous 
with the transitions of pitch prototypes in the input speech i.e. a frame 
may contain more than one possible prototype. While the selected 
prototype, when repeated, produced an acceptable representation of the 
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Figure 6.6: Prototypes extracted (b)(d) from successive frames of voiced 
speech from a female speaker(a)(c).
introduced. GP is calculated using the standard least squares gain
optimisation over the central 100 sample section of the input speech 
frame:
150
Gp = - &    (6.5)
% P r [ n \ * P r [n\
n =51
 A/ -------------
i i i i i i i i r~
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The use of the central 100 sample section for this calculation reduces the 
influence of end of frame transitions. Amplitude changes in the input 
speech can thus be tracked more reliably.
The final prototype derived from the extraction process is thus:
Pfin*iW = Gp * pin),  71 = 1,2, x  (6 .6 )
An example of a set of gain adjusted prototypes, extracted from successive 
voiced speech frames of a female speaker, are shown in Figure 6 .6 .
6.2.3 D erivation  o f  th e  ’R esidual P rototyp e’
The final operation of the prototype extraction is to derive an LPC 
residual of the prototype. The residual is produced by filtering the 
prototype with the standard LPC filter (using the coefficients a(k) 
calculated for the current frame). It is, however, necessary to ensure that 
the residual reproduces the continuous nature of the extended prototype 
frame. This is achieved by ensuring that the history of the LPC filter 
contains a section of the end of the prototype prior to the filtering 
operation. The prototype residual is thus calculated over a prototype 
section of length x + and the history of the LPC filter is set to the last 
P samples of the prototype:
Px(n) = Pm(n + x -P LPC) fi>rn='L..PlPC
Px M  = Pm(.n-PLpC) forn = PLPC + l , . . ,x ............. (6.7)
PLpc
e(n -P LPC) = px( n ) - '£ a ( k ) * p x( n - k )
k = l   (o.o)
for 7i = Pjj>c ,.., x + Pj^ pc
The operation of equation (6 .8 ) results in a prototype devoid of the 
formant structure determined by the LPC analysis of the current frame.
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It is important to note that, following extraction, the residual prototypes 
are neither synchronous with the input speech or each other. Thus two 
prototypes extracted from successive speech frames would probably not 
join together smoothly. The extension of the prototypes to produce frame 
excitations would then cause significant discontinuities at frame 
boundaries. This would produce unacceptable audible distortion. It is 
thus necessary to align the residual prototypes of adjoining frames prior 
to reconstruction of the speech at the receiver.
6.3 A lignm ent o f R esidual P rototyp es.
This section describes the technique employed to ensure that the 
prototypes selected, and used for reconstruction in successive frames, 
align optimally. This avoids impulsive auditory distortion in the output 
speech by allowing smooth interpolation between prototypes. The use of 
this technique removes the need to send details of the absolute position of 
prototypes with respect to the input speech. However, a disadvantage is 
that the input and synthesised speech waveforms are almost always non- 
synchronous, even in an unquantised coder.
The human auditory system is insensitive to the output speech phase 
shift since all frequencies of the input speech are equally affected, but, 
unfortunately, speech distortion measures (as discussed in chapter 3 
under Objective testing) are not so tolerant. All of the Objective measures 
discussed (including the BSD discussed in chapter 5) perform 
measurements on a frame-by-frame basis and, since the frames of the 
input and synthesised speech will contain different and phase shifted 
waveforms, the measures are distorted. All correlation between human 
perception and the objective measures is thus lost.
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The phase alignment technique presented here is an adaptation of that 
suggested by Kleijn for continuous prototypes [4]. The problem can be 
stated as:
Given two prototype residuals, p m(n) and p m-i(n) of lengths (pitch period) 
x m and x m_i respectively, time align the present prototype, p m(n), such 
that there is maximum cross-correlation between the two waveforms. 
This will allow smooth interpolation to be carried out between them.
The solution, described here, uses the discrete frequency domain as a 
convenient tool for manipulating prototypes of unequal length. The initial 
task is thus to calculate the DFTs of both the present and previous 
prototype residuals (with lengths x m and x m_i respectively). Note that 
the previous prototype', in this case, is the final x i samples from the 
previous interpolated frame such that:
Pm -  1 (n) = e f (L f  - T i+ n )  forn = l , ,xm _ i ............. (6.9)
where ef is the previous frames interpolated excitation and Lf is the 
frame length.
The DFTs of the previous and present prototypes are denoted by 
Pm -\{k) for k = l,...,xm _ i  and Pm (k) for k = l,...,xm respectively. The
interpolation process then consists of interpolation of the DFT 
coefficients. However, since x m and x m_i are not necessarily equal a 
method of interpolating between DFT series (and hence prototypes) of 
unequal length is required. This is achieved by adding zero 'harmonics' to 
the shorter prototype such that two prototypes of length x are produced 
[4]. A further adjustment is made such that when x i and x 2 are related 
by a factor of 2 the shorter prototype is repeated such that both 
prototypes are of equal length. This caters for the phenomenon of pitch 
halving/doubling in speech whereby the fundamental frequency, as 
calculated by the pitch detector, alters by an integer multiplier, 2 .
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These adjustments produce two DFT series of adjusted length x which 
we denote (k ) and V'm{k). The prototypes that these DFTs represent
will, however, still be unaligned.
Smooth interpolation between prototypes requires that the prototypes be
maximally aligned in the time domain. The alignment can be regarded as 
a rotation of p m(n) which is equivalent to a phase shift of P'(&) in the
DFT domain. Kleijn, [4], suggests that the alignment should be 
performed on identically spectrally weighted prototypes. The weighting is 
similar to the spectral weighting in the CELP search process described in 
Chapter 3 It is important that the spectral weighting applied to the 
present and previous prototypes is identical and not affected by the 
spectral envelope changes of the input speech (characterised by the LPC 
coefficients a(k)). Both prototypes are thus weighted by a normalised 
filter based upon the present set of LPC coefficients. This ensures that 
the weighting operation is representative of the LPC inverse filtering 
operation and that the calculation can be performed at both transmitter 
and receiver. The spectral weighting operation is defined by:
where y is a weighting index, as used in the CELP search (normally 
~0 .8 ). The weighting de-emphasises the formants, since noise 
surrounding these is masked, while noise in areas of the spectrum away 
from formants will cause more auditory distortion.
n =  1 (6 .10)
A(k)A*(k)
for k = 0 ,l,...,x
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The prototype DFTs are then weighted by W(&) to produce two weighted 
prototype DFTs:
<&(*) = i£(*)W (*)
 (6.11)
Q;-,(A) = Pli(A)W(A) fork  = 0 , 1, x
Although this is a filtering operation performed by multiplication of DFTs 
it is not necessary to consider the problems of circular convolution since 
the results will not be inverse transformed to the time domain and exact 
equivalence is thus non-essential.
The time shift 0 which maximise the cross correlation between the two 
prototypes can now be calculated as:
'I
0 = argmax 1
0 ' k=0  (6 .12)
for 0 ' = 0 ,0 .0 0 1 ,..., 1
For convenience, 0 is normalised to the pitch period. This simplifies the 
calculations of equations (6 .1 2 ) and (6.13). The increment of 0 by one 
thousandth was found by experimentation. Since this increment is non 
integer it actually causes further interpolation of the prototype by 
altering the phase of the DFT coefficients. This can be regarded as 
altering the sampling points of the original basis functions of the DFT 
and is thus equivalent to interpolating between the sampling points of 
the time domain prototype. The value of 0 which maximises the value of 
the DFT cross correlation of equation (6.12) is then applied to phase shift 
the original aligned present prototype:
K ( k )  = P ' ( k ) e j2nk6 fork  = 0,1, x  (6.13)
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6.4 In terp olation  o f P rototypes
The alignment process described in the previous section results in two 
aligned prototypes P ^ i k )  and P'm(k). These can now be smoothly
interpolated. However, there is still a problem in that the prototype
length must be extended/reduced over the interpolation interval. This
results in the number of DFT coefficients describing the prototype
varying over the interpolation interval and the key to the process is the 
introduction of a pitch counter Cp , which is defined as:
Cp = PE x< far p = 0,1.................................  (6.14)
i = 0
The upper limit in equation (6.14) is left undefined since this will be a 
function of the interpolation process. The definition of Cp in (6.14)
describes the summation of all pitches x ; from that of the previous 
prototype i.e. x q to that of the previous prototype in the reconstructed 
excitation (x p_{).
It is now possible to define a linear interpolation coefficient, a, describing 
the level of contribution, in terms of coefficient magnitude and prototype 
length x j, to be taken from the new prototype. Similarly (1-a) will define 
the contribution level from the previous prototype.
Thus:
where Lt is the interpolation interval in samples................(6.15)
a  is constrained such that a  <= 1
It was found that the optimum interpolation interval Li was half of the 
frame length i.e. 100. If the prototype extraction process is considered, it 
is reasonable that, since the prototypes are chosen only from the current 
frame, the current prototype should be reached at a point central in that
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frame. Other authors [5] have suggested that the new prototype should be 
reached at the end of the interpolated frame. The latter was found to 
overdamp the reaction of the coder to amplitude changes especially at the 
beginning of words.
The interpolation algorithm then proceeds by defining the prototype 
length (pitch) to be used for each of the prototypes constituting the 
interpolation interval:
xp = (1 - +axm ............(6.16)
The interpolated excitation is then defined as:
x .2nkt
ei(i + Cp ) = Re X (( l- a )P m _ i( « + a P m ( k ) ) e ~  (g 1?)
fort  = 0 , 1, ,xp
Throughout the process the conjugate symmetry of the DFT of a real
sequence is maintained even though the number of points of each
effective IDFT varies. The sequence of equations (6.14-6.17) define the 
interpolation process and are repeated until (t + Cp ) exceeds the
interpolation frame length Lf (in this case 200 samples).
The final, interpolated prototype excitation et(t) is then filtered by the 
IIR LPC inverse filter to produce a reconstructed speech frame. The 
nature of this filter results in smoothing of any discontinuities generated 
by the interpolation process. In practice the evolution of the prototypes 
across the frame excitation has been found to produce few discontinuities. 
An example of the processing of a number of voiced speech frames, using 
the prototype technique presented here, is shown in Figure 6.7. The 
prototypes and the resulting interpolated excitation are unquantised. It 
can be seen that the interpolated prototype excitation approximates the 
original excitation well and that the output speech follows the behaviour
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of the input closely. As expected, the output speech and its corresponding 
excitation are not synchronous with the input and its residual. The 
amplitude and pitch behaviour are, however, closely modelled.
6.5 Q u antisation  o f  P rototypes
Two quantisation techniques have been implemented; one operates in the 
DFT domain and the other in the time domain. The major challenge 
presented by the quantisation is the variable length of the prototypes 
(from 16 to 147 samples). This makes the quantisation procedure more 
complex than a simple CELP scheme where a fixed sub-frame length is 
used. In the time domain, however, impulsive codebooks, with variable 
length vectors, are successfully employed. In the DFT domain a scheme 
which differentially codes a limited set of coefficients is discussed.
6.5.1 DFT C oefficien t Q uantiser
In section (6.4) of this chapter a technique for prototype extraction was 
discussed. This derives an unaligned prototype representation for each 
frame wdth length xm. For quantisation purposes the prototype can be 
regarded as a time series, pfa), which has an equivalent series of xm DFT 
coefficients P(k). For 8 kHz sampled speech the coefficients represent 
frequencies up to the Nyquist frequency of 4kHz, however previous work 
[6 ] on sub-band coders and the LPC excitation suggest that the excitation 
energy beyond 1kHz is severely reduced. Thus, the coefficients of major 
significance can be regarded as those below 1kHz. This premise is 
confirmed by the previous work of chapter (4) which showed the spread of 
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Figure 6.7: The operation of the prototype waveform coder: (a) The input speech, (b) 
Extracted prototypes, (c) Residual of prototypes, (d) Reconstructed Interpolated 
excitation, (e) Actual speech residual, (f) Reconstituted output speech.
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For coding purposes, the first four coefficients (excluding the d.c. 
coefficient) are quantised using a differential scheme which is discussed 
later. Since the prototypes are one pitch period long these coefficients 
correspond to the fundamental and the first, second and third harmonics. 
The quantisation of these coefficients, is thus related to the harmonic and 
sine-wave speech coders described in [7][8].
In practice, it is also necessary to provide some representation for 
frequencies above 1kHz. This should avoid the piped speech phenomena 
which is a characteristic of low rate coders. Gupta and Atal [9] suggest a 
scheme for deriving bandwidth enhanced coefficients to supplement the 
sub-lkHz representation.
The effective bandwidth corresponding to a DFT coefficient (i.e. the 4dB 
bandwidth of each related bandpass filter [10]) representing a series of N 
coefficients is defined by: 
f
BWC = ~j^  where f s is the sampling frequency (8K H z) (6.18)
Thus, taking an example pitch period of 40 samples, the effective 
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Figure 6.8: Coefficient and enhanced coefficient filter bank for a 
prototype length of 44 samples.
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limited to 3.4kHz and we assume that two coefficients can be quantised 
the bandwidth must be extended to some 1200 Hz. However, since the 
excitation has low spectral energy at high frequencies this can be reduced 
to ~500Hz. This represents the spectrum from 1kHz to 2 kHz with two 
quantised coefficients.
The bandwidth expansion procedure [9] is performed by using a reduced 
width, windowed basis function ( If the DFT is considered as a correlation 
procedure, then the exponential series, to be correlated with the input 
series, is the basis function). A Hamming window of length 25 samples 
was used, giving an expanded coefficient bandwidth of 320 Hz. When the 
coefficients are carefully positioned this gives adequate spectral coverage. 
A smaller window length would widen the coefficient bandwidth, however 
this severely limits the number of samples in the input sequence 
represented by the high-order basis functions. For instance, a window 
length of 16 would represent just 2 0 % of an 80 sample prototype.
Long prototypes, as produced by speakers with low pitch, also cause a 
problem if fixed filters are to be employed. A prototype length of 147 
samples has ~18 coefficients below 1kHz. In a low rate coding scheme 
only a limited number of these will be quantised. Thus, for long 
prototypes, the high order filters must also provide information for the 
sub-lkHz spectrum. The filters are thus made mobile with respect to the 
last quantised low order coefficient.
For the bandwidth expansion, The Hamming window is applied to the 
Fourier basis function such that:
2n k n
f£{n)  = e
~Jw r „ \  „ x r2n ti>0.54-0.46 cos  (6.19)
for n = 0,1,.......
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Gupta, [9], notes that these functions will not necessarily be orthogonal 
and that optimal coefficients can be calculated by Least Squares 
techniques. For simplicity, however, a degree of orthogonality is assumed. 
This allows the bandwidth enhanced coefficients to be calculated as:
I ^m~ 1
Cw (k) = —  Y x ( n ) f kw (n)  (6 .2 0 )
n=0
Although direct quantisation of the coefficients is possible it is unlikely to 
give good results when so few bits are available for quantisation (for a 
sub-3kbit/s coder approximately 36 bits can be used for excitation 
quantisation). A differential scheme was thus implemented whereby the 
quantised difference between the previous quantised coefficients and 
those derived from the present prototype are transmitted. For these 
purposes each prototype is aligned with its peak amplitude as the central 
sample. This minimises overall phase variation between successive 
prototypes. An alternative scheme uses the weighted alignment 
procedure described in section (6.3).
The first four (low order) DFT coefficients are then derived using the 
standard DFT calculation and the high order enhanced coefficients using 
equation (6.20). These coefficients are positioned at a 500Hz interval with 
the first coefficient 250Hz above the fourth low order DFT filters upper 
4dB frequency.
The coefficients are quantised by searching a codebook of 8 differential 
increments for each real and imaginary coefficient element. The 
quantisation operation is described by:
Re(Q J k ) )  = argrnin[Re(Pm(^ ))-R e(Q _ 1(^ ))-C (q ')] ......(6 .2 1 )
Q'
where Pm(k) is the current calculated coefficient and Qm.i(k) is the 
previously quantised coefficient. A similar expression is used for the
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imaginary part of the coefficients. The codebook C(q') was found by 
experimentation and has values:
C(q) = {-100, -20, -5, -1, 1, 5, 20, 100 }
Improvements could be made by training this codebook if sufficient 
speech data were available. Since an 8 level coder is used for each 
real/imaginary part of the complex coefficients and four original and two 
enhanced coefficients are coded, a total of 36 bits are required to code the 
prototype excitation.
The DFT coefficient quantisation procedure was used to quantise 
prototypes in the prototype coder operating on the Bath speech database. 
The technique produces intelligible speech for most speakers, but has a 
hollow quality. This can be annoying for listeners and is due to the poor 
spectral representation of the prototypes for some speakers. This is 
particularly true for long pitch period speakers i.e. low pitched male 
speakers where few high frequency components are represented. The 
operation of the coefficient quantiser is shown in Figure 6.9. Waveform 
(e), which shows the quantised and interpolated prototype excitation, 
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Figure 6.9: Prototype Waveform Coder using DFT Coefficient Quantiser: (a) The input 
speech, (b) Extracted prototypes, (c) Residual of prototypes, (d) Reconstructed 
Interpolated Excitation, (e) Actual speech residual, (f) Reconstructed output speech.
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6.5.2 Im pu lsive Q uantiser
This section considers quantisation of the prototypes in the time domain. 
This is similar to the quantisation technique described by Granzow et. al. 
[1 1 ] [12]. The quantisation consists of the searching of two codebooks 
populated by impulses and the calculation of a differential gain 
component from the previously quantised prototype. The scheme is, thus, 
similar to the CELP schemes discussed in previous chapters.
The quantisation procedure can be summarised by:
um(7i) = a 0v0(7i) + a 1v1(/i)+P um_x(ra) ,g 22)
for n = 0 , 1,......
where v 0(n) and v /n )  two codebook vectors and u m(n) and umml(n) are the 
new and previously quantised prototype, respectively. The gain terms a  q 
, a  i and p are similar to the gain terms calculated in the CELP search 
(see 3.4.3). The first codebook vector v0(n) is derived from a codebook of 
single delta impulses of unit amplitude. Thus for a given pitch delay xm:
V0k (« ) = 0 f o r n * k  ............
1 f o r n - k  for n = 0 , 1,...xm
where k  is the codebook index. There are, effectively, 128 possible vectors 
in this codebook. As an excitation this codebook will produce output 
speech of the form of the inverse LPC filter impulse response starting at a 
point k.
The second codebook vector v^n)  is derived from a 128 vector ternary 
codebook, formed by centre clipping a gaussian codebook. The codebook 
used was that defined in the US Federal Std. 1016 4.8kbit/s speech coder 
[13] which clips the codebook values a t ±1.2.
Although the searching of these codebooks is comparable to a CELP 
search algorithm there is an important difference. These searches are 
performed between two like vectors (i.e. the LPC excitation) whereas the
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CELP search is performed with the inclusion of the LPC synthesis filter. 
The CELP search can, thus, choose an LPC excitation vector to optimally 
synthesise the input speech sub-frame, while prototype codebooks code 
the excitation in an open-loop manner.
Kleijn [4] suggests a weighting scheme for prototype codebook searches 
using a perceptual error weighting filter applied to both vectors. This acts 
as a weighted distortion measure. As in CELP the weighting filter is 
derived from the LPC synthesis filter, but for simplicity, the impulse 
response is truncated to 25 samples. This was noted as being acceptable 
in section (4.1.4). The perceptual weighting filter is derived by applying 
the weighting factor y to the impulse response such that:
h= {/t(0)+Y h( 1) + y 2h( 2)+.............y ^ h i  24)} .............. (6.24)
The weighting operation can then, conveniently, be expressed in matrix
form as:
y = Hu ..............(6.25)
H =
MO) . . . .. .
y M l) ft(0) .. .
T2 A(2) Y A(l) A( 0)
Y3A(3) Y2 M 2) y h ( l )
. . . . Y3A(3) Y2 A(2)








The two codebook searches, using the weighting operation, are performed 
in a necessarily sub-optimum sequential fashion. Prior to these
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operations, however, the optimum contribution from the previous 
prototype (i.e.p ) must be calculated. If the prototype were taken as 
extracted they would be unaligned, making the possibility of a 
meaningful differential contribution poor. The alignment operation of 
(6.25) is thus performed such that the prototypes are positioned for 
maximum time alignment making a meaningful calculation of p 
possible.
The value of p is calculated, in a similar way to the CELP gains, as:
xm
p =    (6.27)
n = 0
The contribution of the previous prototype is then subtracted from the 
prototype such that:
Pm M  = p'm in) -  p pm _i (n) for n = 0 , 1, xm - 1 ............(6.28)
The two impulsive codebook searches are then performed so as to 
minimise the squared weighted error between the candidate vector and 
the prototype remainder. This is described in matrix terms by:
& = argmin ( e - a v , , ) THTH ( e - a v , , )   (6.29)
* /  rC  R rk
In a, perhaps, more meaningful non matrix form this can be expressed as:
Xm -1  2 
k = argmin (je(tt)-a  t^ ]*  ^(7l))  (6.30)
k' "=o
where e(n) is the adjusted value ofp'm(n) for the first codebook search.
For the second codebook search;
e(n) = p'm( n ) - a 0vk,(n) forn = 0,1, ,xm - 1   (6.31)
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For both codebooks the value of a  is calculated for each vector prior to the 





0 or 1~ Tm -x  (6.32)
^ v h(n).i>h(n)
n = 0
where uh(n) = u(n)*h(n), vh(n) = v(n)*h(n)
The complete search procedure can be summarised as:
• Align present and previous quantised prototype.
• Calculate p and subtract contribution from prototype, 
(equations 6.27 and 6.28)
• Search codebook 1 for impulse contribution and gain a  ^ 
(equations 6.30 and 6.32)
• Use equation 6.31 to calculate u(n).
• Search codebook 2  for ternary contribution and gain a  v 
Following the searches, the gains a 0 ,0^ and P are quantised using 5 bits. 
The quantisation levels were determined from a speaker sample of 20 
male/female speakers. The distributions of these gains are shown in 
Figure 6 .1 0 .
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Figure 6.10: Gain distributions for Impulsive Codebook Quantiser, (a) ,the gain (3 of 
previous prototype contribution and (b), (c) the gains a 0 ,a t for the single and m ulti­
impulse codebooks, respectively.
The distribution for p is almost entirely positive due to the time 
alignm ent operation performed prior to the gain calculation. The 
distributions of a 0 and oq are sim ilar to those found for CELP gain terms. 
The overall bit rate required to code the prototype excitation using this 
technique is (3*5) + (2*7)=29 bits if 128 vector codebooks are used. Figure 
6.11 shows sample waveforms from the quantisation of a prototype using 
this procedure. For comparison, waveforms from the coefficient coder 
have also been included. In general, the impulsive quantiser results in 
clearer, but harsher, speech than  the coefficient quantising scheme 
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Figure 6.11: Comparison of output of Impulsive and Coefficient quantisers: (a) Input 
speech, (b) Extracted prototypes, (c) & (d) Excitation and output speech for 
impulsive quantiser, (e) & (f) Excitation and output speech for coefficient quantiser.
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6.6 U nvoiced  Fram e C oding
Frames declared unvoiced by the pitch determination algorithm described 
in section (6.1) are coded using a CELP algorithm. Since unvoiced frames 
do not have a significant periodic component the Long Term Predictor 
(LTP) is excluded, leaving just the fixed codebook search. Some authors
[14] suggest the retention of the LTP for unvoiced frames. The intention 
of the latter being that voiced frames mistakenly classed as unvoiced can 
still be coded. This is, however, a waste of bits for a low rate coder. The 
pitch determination algorithm discussed previously biases decisions in 
favour of voiced frames, thus avoiding the problem.
Unvoiced sub-frames are coded using a 128 vector overlapped gaussian 
codebook. Each 200 sample frame is divided into three sub-frames of 
length 67, 67 and 6 6  samples. The gains for each sub-frame are coded 
with 5 bits according to the US-Federal. Std. 1016 scheme. The total bit 
rate for coding of an unvoiced frame excitation is thus 3 x 7  + 3 x 5  = 36 
bits. This is comparable with the total bits required for the coding of 
voiced frames using the impulsive codebook scheme. The codebook 
searches are performed using the standard perceptually weighted 
squared error measure.
The output excitation vectors from both the voiced and unvoiced frame 
coders are inverse filtered by the common LPC inverse filter. This 
effectively smoothes any discontinuities at unvoiced/voiced frame borders. 
The smooth transition is further enhanced by taking the following voiced 
frame's previous excitation to be the last zm samples of the unvoiced 
frames excitation.
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6.7 C om bination o f P rototyp e and CELP algorithm s
The combined algorithms are forthwith referred to as a mixed prototype 
waveform / CELP scheme (PW/CELP). Figure 6.12 shows the basic 
architecture of the PW/CELP coder. In terms of coding the two 
constituent coders operate independently for voiced and unvoiced frames 
respectively. There is, however, a common requirement for the derivation 
and quantisation of the 10 LPC coefficients.
The LPC coefficients are calculated using a windowed autocorrelation 
analysis based on the Levinson recursion (see Chapter 3). The coefficients 
are then quantised by use of Line Spectral Frequencies. The LSFs can be 
calculated using either of the algorithms discussed in section (3.2.3), 
however the method of [15] is clearly preferable due to its efficiency. The 
LSFs are currently quantised using the US Federal Std 1016 4.8kbit/s 
scheme, which requires 34 bits per 200 sample frame. Combined with the 
prototype quantisation requirement of 37 bits this gives a minimum bit 
rate for the coder of 2480 b/s. However, Paliwal and Atal [16] have shown 
that a split vector quantisation scheme (split-VQ) can encode the LSFs in 
just 25 bits. (They also describe a scheme using 24 bits with increased 
distortion.).
The split-VQ algorithm codes the LSFs as two vectors. The first vector 
consists of the first four LSFs and the second, the remaining six. Twelve 
bits are then allocated to each part giving a minimum total of 24 bits. The 
quantisation codebooks are searched using a weighted distance measure 
which weights the quantisation of the lower LSFs compared to the higher 
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Figure 6.12: The mixed Prototype Waveform CELP algorithm (PW/CELP).
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It has not been possible to use the split-VQ scheme owing to the 
requirement for a large speech training base. Paliwal and Atal used a 
database of FM radio recordings amounting to 20+ minutes of 170 
speakers. This gives 60000 LSF vectors for training. The current Bath 
database of 5 minutes of speech from 30 speakers is thus vastly inferior 
and not suitable for such a training exercise. However, since Paliwal and 
Atal show that with 25 bits the spectral distortion is <ldB it is valid to 
use the US Federal STD coder for comparative tests. In practice the latter 
is likely to have increased distortion compared to the split-VQ scheme.
Voiced Frame: Prototype Waveform Coder
LSF Quantiser: US DefStd Split VQ US D efStd Split VQ
LSFs: 34 25 34 25
Pitch 7 7 7 7
VoicedYUnvoiced 1 1 1 1
Proto. Quantiser: Impulsive Codebook DFT Coefficient
Prototype Coding: 29 29 36 36
V. Frame Bits: 71 62 78 69
Unvoiced Frame: Single Codebook CELP Coder
LSFs: 34 25 34 25
Gain Terms (3x) 15 15 15 15
Codebook Index (3x) 21 21 21 21
UV. Frame Bits: 70 61 70 61
Max. Bits /Frame 71 62 78 69
Overall Bit Rate 2840 b/s 2480 b/s 3120 b/s 2760 b/s
Table 6.1: Bit Allocation between parameters for Voiced and Unvoiced frames in 
PW/CELP. Bit rates for both prototype and LSF quantiser are shown.
6.7.3 B it A llocation  for PW/CELP
The bit allocation for voiced and unvoiced schemes using the various 
parameter quantisation schemes is described in Table 6.1. From the bit 
rates, it is clear that the PW/CELP scheme can produce good quality 
speech at bit rates considerably lower than CELP. Most of the advantage
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comes from the removal of the Long Term Predictor and more efficient 
coding of voiced frames.
6.7.4 R esu lts  o f  PW/CELP
Coded speech from the PW/CELP algorithm (using the impulsive 
codebook prototype quantisation) is shown in Figure 6.13. The 
synthesised speech is compared with the original for unvoiced, voiced and 
transitional sections. The waveforms show that the coder generally 
reproduces voiced speech well, with the basic shape evolving similarly to 
the input speech. However in transitional unvoiced/voiced section the 
interpolation procedures slow the coders response and the synthesised 
speech fails to reproduce the fast waveform changes of the input. These 
phenomena clearly degrade the synthesised speech quality but appear 
unavoidable when a long frame is chosen so as to reduce overall bit rate. 
Since objective measures are not applicable to the non-synchronous 
PW/CELP coder informal listening tests have been performed. These 
show that PW/CELP is currently between low rate LPC-10 vocoders and 
the higher rate CELP algorithms in performance. The tonal artefacts 
produced by the DFT coefficient quantisation technique significantly 
degrade listening quality. PW/CELP, using the impulsive quantiser, 
produces considerably more natural sounding speech than low rate 
vocoders. The clarity of the 4.8kbit/s CELP algorithms is, however, 
missing.
In considering these results it should be remembered that the 4.8kbit/s 
coding algorithm is a highly developed coder. Prototype waveform 
techniques have only recently been introduced and already show 
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Figure 6.13: Waveforms from a fully quantised PW/CELP implem entation at 




Current low-rate speech coders do not differentiate between voiced and 
unvoiced frames, but further bit-rate reductions require such a switch to 
be re-introduced. This reduces the information requiring transmission in 
both frame types, and the prototype waveform technique was introduced 
as a new technique for coding voiced frames. Each voiced frame is 
represented by a single pitch-period prototype, which is selected using a 
new MSE criterion, computed between a frame of repeated prototypes 
and the input speech. Following prototype selection, a residual prototype 
is derived using standard LPC analysis.
Residual prototypes are interpolated between frames using a new 
interpolation technique. This operates in the DFT domain and 
interpolates both the shape and pitch period of the prototypes. Such a 
technique produces a smooth evolution between successive speech frames. 
The standard LPC synthesis filter is used to synthesise speech from the 
interpolated excitation and, while good quality synthesised speech is 
produced, the technique does not preserve the phase of the input. 
Objective measures of coder performance were, thus, found to be 
unsuitable for the evaluation of prototype waveform coding.
Two residual prototype quantisation schemes were presented. The first, a 
DFT coefficient coder, codes the prototype pitch harmonics, concentrating 
on the low order coefficients. Higher frequency bands were represented 
by the use of 'Bandwidth-enhanced' coefficients. Such a scheme, produces 
intelligible synthesised speech but informal listening tests suggest that 
the accompanying hollowness is perceptually annoying. A second scheme, 
an Impulsive quantiser, codes the prototype in the time-domain as a 
combination of two gain adjusted codebook vectors and a differential 
component. This scheme generates higher quality speech and can be 
coded at a lower bit-rate than the DFT coefficient scheme.
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The Prototype waveform coder was combined with CELP, for the coding of 
unvoiced frames, to produce a fully quantised PW/CELP coder, operating 
at less than 3kbit/s. This coder produces acceptable speech which, though 
not toll-quality is significantly more natural than low rate vocoders. This 
naturalness contrasts with the robotic quality of previous techniques and 
is due to the enhanced reproduction of pitch periodicity. One significant 
problem with the technique, however, is its failure to track fast amplitude 
changes in the speech waveform; this reduces coded speech intelligibility
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C hapter 7: C onclusions and  F u rth er Work
This thesis has considered the use of hybrid time-frequency domain 
techniques for the coding of speech at low/medium bit rates. The coders 
developed, have shown that improvements in both coded speech quality 
and reductions in transmission bit-rates are produced by combining 
operations in both domains. This chapter reviews the techniques and 
suggests areas of further work.
7.1 F requency Dom ain search ed  CELP
The initial investigations into Frequency Domain CELP (Code Excited 
Linear Prediction) architectures provided the basis for the more advanced 
coders considered in later sections of the thesis. These investigations, 
showed that by holding and searching a fixed codebook in the Discrete 
frequency domain, computational complexity is reduced. Further, when 
combined with the new Overlapped Frequency domain codebook, the 
Frequency domain CELP architecture is comparable in both complexity 
and storage terms with Time-Domain Overlapped Codebook techniques. 
The new Overlapped Frequency Domain CELP produces speech with a 
SEGSNR within 0.5dB and AV.SNR within O.ldB of standard Time 
Domain CELP performance.
While the move to a transform domain does not offer any reduction in bit- 
rate or direct improvement in speech quality, it does allow analysis of the 
pseudo-ideal' excitation of the CELP architecture. This was exploited to 
reveal a number of features of CELP and LPC (Linear Predictive Coding), 
in particular:
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• A few essential' frequency components (e.g. 5) used as an excitation 
can produce high quality speech.
• The adaptive codebook/LTP pitch predictor fails to fully represent the 
low frequency content of the speech.
The fact that an excitation, consisting of a limited number of 'essential', 
and perceptually significant, coefficients, can produce high quality speech 
suggests that a higher degree of perceptual information should be 
employed in the CELP search. Further, if the pitch periodicity of speech 
is to be adequately represented in lower bit-rate coders, an alternative 
approach to coding the speech pitch component is required. Chapters 5 
and 6  considered new coding structures based on these conclusions.
7.2 Im provem ents in  P erceived  Speech  Q uality
In Chapter 5, the Bark Spectral Distortion (BSD) was integrated into 
both Time and Frequency domain searched CELP. The BSD was 
developed as a model of the psycho-acoustic and physiological processes of 
the human ear and improves on the simple perceptual weighting 
employed in standard CELP. It was shown that BSD searched CELP 
improves the perceived quality of the coded speech, while using a 
standard CELP codebook structure and hence requiring no increase in 
bit-rate. In practice, if complexity allows, the BSD search can be used as a 
direct replacement for the MSE technique in current CELP coders. 
Further quality improvements were produced by increasing the density of 
the Critical Band filter functions used in the BSD; while again increasing 
complexity, this makes the BSD approximate the behaviour of the human 
ear more closely.
A substantial disadvantage of the BSD is, however, the eight-fold 
computational complexity increase over a standard MSE search.
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Improvements in processor technology will, however make the BSD, and 
more complex psycho-acoustic models, a practical alternative. Currently, 
the BSD is a primitive model of the human auditory processes - at best it 
approximates some 15,000 auditory tuning curves with just 64 Critical 
Band filter functions. The results are however, encouraging and suggest 
that further work would be worthwhile. In particular, the inclusion of 
phase in the model should reduce distortion in coded speech and 
techniques for reducing the complexity of the Critical Band filtering are, 
clearly, desirable.
7.3 R eductions in  Coder B it-rate
The Prototype waveform (PW) coder, discussed in Chapter 6 , aims to 
exploit the 'pitch periodicity' of speech more explicitly than in CELP 
coding. By sectioning the input speech into voiced and unvoiced frames, 
the PW/CELP scheme uses a suitable coding scheme for each frame type 
and can thus code speech at lower rates than standard CELP. This avoids 
the adaptive codebook compromise of CELP coders.
For voiced frame coding, the key operation of PW/CELP is the extraction 
of a suitable prototype to represent the current input speech. The new 
MSE process, presented, is performed on interpolated speech to give a 
wider range of prototype shapes, but selects an integer length prototype 
sampled at 8 kHz. While this scheme was shown to be capable of 
reproducing the required pitch periodicity, it could be improved by using 
the non-integer pitch schemes described for CELP (see section 3.3). This 
would, however, substantially increase computation and storage 
requirements by requiring all operations to be performed at the 
interpolated sampling rate of 80kHz.
7.3
The extracted prototypes are quantised by one of two techniques; a new 
DFT coefficient quantiser and an Impulsive codebook scheme. The DFT 
coefficient scheme is simple, but generates a ’hollow’ quality in the coded 
speech. An improved DFT domain quantiser might be based on a mixed 
codebook structure similar to the Impulsive quantiser. The latter 
currently produces speech of a higher quality at a lower bit rate.
For interpolation of prototypes across the speech frame, the DFT domain 
was used as a convenient tool for the manipulation of prototypes of 
differing pitch periods. The new coefficient interpolation scheme was 
shown to produce a smooth evolution of prototypes, but, for certain speech 
sections, the technique tends to lose the attack of the original speech. 
This problem might be solved by the inclusion of frame 'shape' bits, but 
this would lead to an inevitable increase in overall bit rate.
In combination with CELP coding for unvoiced frames, the PW/CELP 
coder was shown to produce good quality coded speech at sub 3kbit/s. The 
current mixed scheme, however, mixes both open-loop and closed-loop 
coding schemes. In the long term, and with a substantial increase in 
complexity, the prototype waveform coder could be made closed loop. Such 
a scheme would search all quantised prototypes and interpolation 
schemes for the optimum prototype representation.
A final area of substantial further work would be the real-time 
implementation of the PW/CELP coder. The current coder is of similar 
complexity to CELP, but a fully closed-loop PW/CELP coder would create 
substantial implementation challenges.
7.4 S u m m ary
In summary, this thesis has considered the use of hybrid time-frequency 
domain techniques to both improve coded speech quality, and reduced
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overall bit rate. A novel overlapped codebook technique for frequency 
domain searched CELP was described. The incorporation of this 
technique makes Frequency Domain CELP a practical alternative to 
Time Domain schemes and has the significant advantage of allowing 
perceptual coding by multiplicative weighting. This has led to the full 
integration of a perceptual measure, the BSD, into both Time Domain 
and Frequency Domain architectures. BSD searched CELP has been 
shown to produce superior speech quality compared to the standard 
perceptually weighted Time Domain CELP. A new, increased resolution 
BSD was shown to produce further quality improvements.
In the hybrid PW/CELP, frequency domain techniques were used as a 
convenient tool for prototype alignment, interpolation and quantisation. 
The new prototype extraction, interpolation and quantisation schemes 
allowed the design of a sub-3.2kbit/s coder.
From this work, it is clear that hybrid frequency-time domain coders offer 
significant advantages over those operating in either domain alone. 
Future coders will exploit such techniques further, and, in particular, 
incorporate more sophisticated frequency domain auditory models in 
conjunction with the standard, time domain LPC techniques.
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1 Summary
This paper shows that overlapping codebooks can be used to significantly reduce storage requirements for 
discrete frequency domain searched Code Excited Linear Prediction (CELP) algorithms. The performance of 
the analysis-by-synthesis architecture using innovation sequences consisting of few DFT coefficients is also 
investigated.
2 Overlapping DFT domain Codebooks
In time domain CELP, efficient codebook techniques reduce both codebook search times and storage require­
ments [1], A typical overlapped time domain codebook requires only 2088 samples (=8Kbytes).
A variant on the CELP architecture chooses the optimum innovation sequence in the DFT domain (Figure 
1). Since it is impractical to perform the adaptive codebook search in the frequency domain, an efficient closed 
loop time domain search is retained [1]. Searching the fixed codebook in the frequency domain offers significant 
computational advantages, however the storage requirements for a frequency domain codebook can be high 
(e.g.«=320Kbytes for a codebook of 1024 40 sample complex floating point vectors). This section shows that 
codebook size reductions can be achieved using s im ila r  techniques to those used in time domain coders.
In order to transform the codebook search to the frequency domain it is necessary to truncate the ILR inverse 
short term filter impulse response; in practice, this decays rapidly and can be truncated at 5ms (2]. It is  further 
neccesaiy to avoid circular convolution by zero-padding the 40 sample impulse response and fixed code to 80 
samples. This procedure, however, results in the 40 point DFTs of the time domain sequences being interpolated 
to 80 points.
To derive an overlapped DFT codebook, the interpolation process must be approximated. Two techniques were 
used; the first (LONG) generates the codebook as a series of DFTs of long zero-padded gaussian sequences, 
while the second (CONV) convolves the DFT of a 40 sample step function with a zero-interpolated complex 
gaussian sequence. In both cases the required 80 point DFTs of real time sequences are generated by employing 
conjugate symmetry to expand the 40 complex samples from the codebook. This procedure results in a frequency 
domain codebook requiring only twice the storage of an equivalent length overlapping time domain codebook 
(2088 complex samples /  16Kbytes), while the DFT domain approximation introduces minimal distortion in the 
equivalent time sequences.
The overlapped discrete frequency domain coder was simulated using 8KHz sampled speech, 10th order LPC 
and 160 sample frames divided into four subframes. Table 1 shows the performance of the coder for both 
overlapped codebooks using an input speech record of 20 male/female sentences from the Harvard list. For a 
1024 word overlapped codebook there is no significant degradation in the output speech compared to full 
frequency domain codebook techniques. There is also no significant performance degradation for small shifts 
when using small codebooks; this contrasts with results for overlapping time domain codebooks [2],
3 DFT analysis of innovation sequences
The frequency domain treatment of the CELP architecture allows the derivation (using deconvolution by 
division in the frequency domain) of a pseudo-ideal innovation sequence. As noted in [2] the derived DFT 
coefficients are not ideal, but, in practice, the resulting time domain sequence gives very high quality speech. 
The analysis of the pseudo-ideal sequence reveals a number of interesting characteristics.
* This work was supported by Racal Vodafone and U.K. SERC.
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The most important DFT coefficients in the innovation sequence spectrum will be those at the peaks of the 
input weighted speech. Analysis of the use of a limited number of these ‘essential’ peak coefficients shows that 
only five need be used to better the performance of time domain CELP. This correlates with similar results in 
[2] which used coefficients in the SVD domain. Results for various numbers of peak coefficients are shown in 
the graph of Figure 2.
There is also significant correlation between the peaks chosen from sub-frame to sub-frame. A scheme using 
one set of peak positions, but retaining the correct values at those positions in each sub-frame, also produces 
higher performance than CELP algorithms.
In considering these results it should be noted that unquantised coefficient values were used and a coding 
scheme based on these techniques would probably require a bit rate similar to Multi-Pulse LPC.
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2 4 8 2 4 8
128 10.37 10.38 10.36 10.31 1031 1028 10.55 10.44
10.93 11.00 10.90 1033 10.88 10.79 10.63 10.98
1024 11.34 1135 1131 1L38 1L31 1132 1L78 1L47
12.15 12.06 12.03 12.15 12.01 12.08 12.06 12.08
All R esults:- SEG.SNR in (dB)
AVSNR
Table 1: Comparison of SEGSNRs/SNRs (dB) for overlapping DFT, Time and Full Frequency Domain codebooks.
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Figure 1: CELP architecture using frequency domain 
fixed codebook search.
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Figure 2: Segm ental and Average SNRs vs the number of 
DFT coefficients in the innovation sequence.
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Abstract
CELP Analysis-by-Synthesis speech coders do not make a 
distinction between voiced and unvoiced speech frames. For 
sub-3kb/s coding it is necessary to separate unvoiced and 
voiced frames and code voiced speech using an inherently 
periodic scheme. This paper addresses these problems by using 
a prototype waveform coder for voiced frames, while retaining 
a CELP algorithm for unvoiced frames.
For voiced speech a single 'residual prototype' is selected to 
represent a section of 25ms. Prototypes are interpolated across 
the frame to provide a smooth evolution of amplitude and 
harmonic content Two coding schemes for the prototypes are 
discussed; a pitch harmonic scheme operating in the DFT 
domain, and an impulsive codebook time domain technique. 
Unvoiced frames are coded using a standard CELP architecture 
excluding the adaptive codebook search. The overall bit rate 
using either of the voiced frame coding algorithms is shown to 
be sub 3kb/s for good communications quality speech.
1. Introduction
Current CELP speech coders operating at 4.8kb/s produce the 
periodicity necessary for voiced speech using a combination of 
the fixed codebook and a LTP in the form of an adaptive 
codebook. At lower rates such an approach produces 
unacceptably harsh speech as the fixed codebook size is 
reduced and the code gains are more harshly quantised. So as to 
generate voiced speech with the required periodicity at low bit 
rates inherently periodic excitation forms have been suggested 
[1][2].
In this work, we describe a prototype approach for coding 
voiced frames, in combination with a simplified CELP coder 
for unvoiced frames. The combined Prototype Waveform/CELP 
coder (PW/CELP) interpolates aligned residual prototypes to 
form the LPC excitation for voiced speech. Unvoiced sections 
are synthesised by exciting the LPC inverse filter with a 
gaussian codebook vector.
2. Voiced Frame Coding
The Prototype Waveform coder used for coding voiced 
speech sections is shown in Figure 1. The following sections
* This work was supported by Vodafone Ltd. and UK SERC.
I.S. Burnett is currently with Botes Signal Processing, Woking, U.K.
describe the fundamental operations performed in this coding 
technique.
2.1 Pitch Determination.
The derivation of pitch synchronous residual prototypes from 
the input speech requires a reliable method of pitch 
determination. Pitch determination was an important part of the 
early speech coders and the technique described here is a 
progression of the technique developed by Dubnowski eL al.
[3] in hardware. A single voiced/unvoiced decision is also 
made for each frame, based on the normalised value of the 
autocorrelation for the chosen pitch. The threshold for a voiced 
decision (26% of R(0)) was made lower than in [3]. This bias 
was considered preferable, since a voiced frame coded using a 
gaussian excitation model is likely to produce more unpleasant 
auditory distortion than an unvoiced frame with added 
periodicity.
2.2 Prototype Derivation
Extraction of a prototype from a given voiced frame is 
performed using a Least Squares Error calculation between a 
concatenated repeated prototype and the input speech frame. 
For the purposes of prototype extraction the 8kHz sampled 
input speech is upsampled by bandpass interpolation to 80kHz. 
Protoypes are then selected from the upsampled speech frame 
and concatenated to form the candidate prototype frame. The 
upsampling is thus used to increase the number of candidate 
prototypes and hence increase the likelihood of finding a 
prototype which concatenates smoothly.
Prototypes are derived from the interpolated frame by 
extracting 1  samples from a point start in the interpolated 
frame. The prototype is sampled at the 8kHz rate such that the 
prototypes p(n) are defined as:
p(n) = S i{start+ n*  M ) n = 1, ,T (1)
where M  is the interpolation factor and, in this case, M=10.
This 'pitch period prototype' is then repeated to a frame 
length Lf (in this case 200 samples) to produce an 'extended 
prototype frame'. The prototypes within the prototype frame are 
arranged to be synchronous with the base prototype in terms of 
its frame position. The mean square error, /^between the input 
speech frame, 5, and the extended prototype frame is then 
calculated. This calculation is repeated for all possible 
prototype starting points and the prototype minimising tire 
value of Ep is chosen as the prototype to represent the current 





























































(b) Prototype Waveform Receiver Structure
Figure 1: The Prototype waveform encoding technique for voiced 
speech frames.
Gp, in the prototype extraction process enhanced synthesised 
speech quality. This caters for frames having a wide variation 
in prototype amplitude and is computed using the standard least 
squares gain optimisation.
The final prototype derived from the extraction process is 
thus:
Pm(n) = Gp * p(n) , n = 1,2 x (2)
An example of a set of gain adjusted prototypes, extracted 
from successive voiced speech frames, are shown in Figure 
2(b). Future operations on the prototypes are performed on the 
DFT of p m(n) which is denoted P^(k ).
2.3 Derivation of the ’Residual Prototype*
The final operation of the prototype extraction is to derive an 
LPC residual of the prototype. The residua] is produced by 
filtering the prototype with the standard LPC filter (using the 
coefficients a(k), k= l,..j>  calculated for the current frame). It 
is, however, necessary to ensure that the residual reproduces 
the continuous nature of the extended prototype frame. The 
residual prototype is thus calculated from a periodically 
extended prototype section of length x + p. This operation 
results in a residual prototype devoid of the formant structure 
determined by the LPC analysis of the current frame.
2.4 Alignment of Residual Prototypes.
Since residual prototypes of successive frames will not 
generally be ’in phase’ it is necessary to time align the present 
prototype prior to interpolation. Alignment of the prototypes 
allows smooth interpolation to be performed and removes the 
necessity to transmit ’position information' for prototypes. For 
the purposes of the time alignment the 'previous' residual 
prototype is regarded as being the final xm_j samples of the 
previously interpolated excitation frame.
The alignment operation is performed in a similar manner to 
that suggested by Kleijn(l], Both the current and previous 
residual prototypes are spectrally weighted using the current 
frame's LP coefficients. The weighted prototype DFTs (Q^ (k )  
and Q m -j(k)) are then aligned by finding the normalised time 
shift, 6, which maximises the cross correlation:
0 = argmax £ R e  T Q m(*)Q „ - i(k )  e^ 2%k 6 1 
& k=0 L J
for &' =  0,...,1
The coefficients of the aligned present residual prototype are 
then computed as:
P; W  =Pm ( V e j2 n k Q  f o r k  = 0,1 x (4)
2.1 Interpolation of Residual Prototypes
Residual prototype interpolation is performed on a pitch 
period basis in the DFT domain. Interpolation of the transform 
coefficients of the present and previous aligned residual 
prototypes, Pm(k) is equivalent to linear interpolation of the 
time domain prototypes. The interpolation process is thus an 
evolution of both the prototype length and amplitude 
characteristics. Since the pitch period may alter over the 
interpolation interval the number of DFT coefficients 
describing the prototypes will alter over the interpolation
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interval. It is thus convenient to define a 'prototype length' 
counter such that:
P  “ I
Cp = j fo r  p  = 0,1,... and where Tq = Xm _ j  
i =0 (5)
For an interpolation interval, L/ a linear interpolation 
coerficient, 0<a<l, is then defined as:
£ p ± h
Li
(6)
The interpolation coefficient describes the 'contribution' of 
the present prototype such that the pitch period will evolve as:
Tp+I = ( l - a ) t m_1 + axm (7)
and the time domain reconstructed excitation is then
described by:
t  .2nkt
ei(t + Cp ) = R t £ ( ( l-C L )K ,-l(Q  + OLP'm(k))e
*  =  1
fo r t = 0,1, ip
(8)
The sequence of operations defined in equations (5-8) are 
then repeated until Cp exceeds the interpolation frame length. 
Throughout the process the conjugate symmetry of the DFT of 
a real sequence is maintained even though the number of points 
of each effective IDFT varies.
In practice, it was found that interpolation across the whole 
excitation frame resulted in a 'slurring' of some reproduced 
speech. This is not unexpected since the prototypes can be 
derived from any section of the input speech frame and the 
interpolation process is thus limited to 75% of the excitation 
frame.
3. Quantisation of Prototypes
Two quantisation techniques have been implemented; one 
operates in the frequency domain and the other in the time 
domain. The major challenge presented by the quantisation is 
the variable length of the prototypes (from 16 to 147 samples).
3.1 Frequency Domain Quantiser
In the DFT domain the residual prototype is represented by T 
complex coefficients representing the contributions of the 
Fourier basis functions. The Frequency domain quantisation 
technique divides the spectrum of the prototype into two 
regions separated by 1kHz. Frequency components below 1kHz 
are coded as four complex coefficients derived using the 
standard DFT basis functions. The spectral region beyond 1kHz 
is represented using two 'enhanced bandwidth' coefficients 
similar to those described by Gupta and Atal [4], The 'enhanced 
bandwidth' coefficients arc derived using reduced width 
windowing of the original basis functions.
The six coefficient pairs are then quantised differentially, 
with respect to the previous prototype's coefficient values, 
using six bits per complex coefficient For the purposes of
differential coding the prototype is aligned with the previous 
prototype using the teclmiquc described in section 2.4.
3.2 Impulsive Quantiser
The impulsive quantiser operates in the time domain and is 
similar to the quantisation technique described by Granzow et. 
al. [2]. The quantisation consists of the searching of two 
codebooks populated by impulses and the calculation of a 
differentia] gain component from the previously quantised 
prototype.
The quantisation procedure can be summarised by:
u m 0 0  = a 0v0 (") +  V1 (" )  +  P “ m -1 (n) 
fo r  n = 0,1, Tm
(9)
where v0(n) and v f n )  two codebook vectors and um(«) and 
arc the new and previously quantised prototype, 
respectively. The gain terms aQ , and p are similar to the 
gain terms calculated in the CELP search. The first codebook 
vector v0(n) is derived from a codebook of 128 vectors 
consisting of single delta impulses of unit amplitude. The 
second codebook vector y^fn) is derived from a 128 vector 
ternary codebook formed by centre clipping a gaussian 
codebook.
So as to derive a useful differential contribution the present, 
unquantised and previously quantised prototypes are aligned 
using the time alignment operation discussed in section 2.4. 
The gain terms p, afl , a { are then computed by the standard 
MSE gain calculation and quantised using 5 bits per parameter.
4. Unvoiced Frame Coding
Unvoiced frames are coded using a standard CELP search of 
a 128 vector overlapped gaussian codebook. Each 200 sample 
frame is divided into three sub-frames and the gains for each 
sub-frame are coded with 5 bits. The total bit rate for coding of 
an unvoiced frame excitation is thus 36 bits and is comparable 
with the total bits required for the coding of voiced frames 
using the impulsive codebook scheme. The codebook searches 
are performed using the standard perceptually weighted squared 
error measure.
5. Combination of Prototype and CELP 
algorithms
The output excitation vectors from both the voiced and 
unvoiced frame coders are inverse filtered by the common LPC 
inverse filter. So as to ensure a smooth transition between 
unvoiced and voiced sections, the voiced frame's 'previous 
excitation prototype' is taken to be the last lm.y samples of the 
previous unvoiced frames excitation.
The combined algorithms are forthwith referred to as a mixed 
prototype waveform / CELP scheme (PW/CELP). In terms of 
coding, the two constituent coders operate independently for 
voiced and unvoiced frames, however, there is a common 
requirement for the derivation and quantisation of the 10 LP 
coefficients. These are coded using line Spectral Frequencies, 
which can be coded efficiently using split-VQ techniques in 25 
bits as described in [5].
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6. Results of PW/CELP
The bit allocation for voiced and unvoiced schemes using the 
various parameter quantisation schemes is described in Table 1.
Coded speech from the PW/CELP algorithm is shown in 
Figure 2. The waveforms show that the coder generally 
reproduces voiced speech well, with the basic pitch periods 
evolving similarly to the input speech. In transitional 
unvoiced/voiced sections, however, it was found that the 
interpolation procedures slow the coders response and the 
synthesised speech fails to reproduce the fast waveform 
changes o f the input. These phenomena degrade the synthesised 
speech quality but appear unavoidable when a long frame 
length is used to reduce overall bit rate.
Since objective measures are not applicable to the non- 
synchronous PW/CELP coder informal listening tests have been 
performed. These show that PW/CELP is currently between 
low rate vocoders and the 4.8kb/s CELP algorithms in 
performance. The Impulsive Codebook, time domain prototype 
quantiser currently produces better quality speech at a lower bit 
rate than the frequency domain scheme. The former produces 
harsher speech but this is preferable to the tonal distortions 
generated by the frequency domain quantisation. Both 
techniques, however, retain a naturalness in the speech absent 
from low rate vocoders.
7. Conclusions
This work has shown that prototype coding techniques, when 
integrated with standard CELP, can offer good quality coding 
of speech at rates considerably lower than those o f CELP alone. 
We are currently investigating new prototype interpolation 
techniques which will improve the coders response to 
unvoiced/voiced transitions. Also, the prototype coder is 
currently open-loop and we arc considering a closed-loop 
architecture which, at the expense o f  complexity, should 
produce further improve speech quality.
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Figure 2: Waveforms from a 'voiced" speech section coded using the 
PW/CELP coder (a) Input speech, (b) Extracted prototypes, (c)&(d) 
Quantised residual and output speech generated by the Frequency 
Domain quantiser, and (e)&(f) by the impulsive code book quantiser. For 
all results all LP coefficients, and gains fully quantised.
Impulsive Frequency
Codebook Domain
LSFs (Split-VQ / Fed Std 1016) 
Voiced Frame: PW Coder:
25/34 25/34
Pilch 7 7
Voiced/Unvoiced Decision 1 1
Prototype Codebook Indexes (2) 14 -
Gain Terms 15 36
Voiced Fram e Total: 62/71 69/78
Unvoiced Frame: CELP:
Codebook Indexes(3) 21 21
Codebook Vector Gains(3) 15 15
Unvoiced Fram e Total: 61/70 61/70
Max. Bits/Frame: 62/71 69/78
Overall Bit Rate (B its/sec): 2480/2840 2760/3120
Table 1: Bit Allocations for PW/CELP.
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